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Strategic 
Initiatives6

The result of the Gartner and ComIT analyses, benchmarking, findings and recommendations are actionable, measurable 
and specific initiatives that will transform ComIT to a service optimized partner to the city businesses. Although there are 
many initiatives, they can be summarized into four high-level objectives, or foundational pillars, as identified below. The 
pillars support the effective delivery of city services, which in turn supports the businesses and citizens of Virginia Beach. 
A fifth objective addresses an initiative linked to the Oracle ERP. Each of the 32 initiatives is more fully described in the fol-
lowing pages. Additional details, including key activities, resource implications, estimated costs, assumed duration, respon-
sibility, risks and dependencies are included.

1. Transforming Service Delivery: (7 Initiatives) Evolving to a fully customer-centric and service-optimized IT organiza-
tion is a challenging journey that requires fundamental changes in the way ComIT relates to its customers, how work is 
performed and how ComIT is organized and staffed. Ultimately it involves a commitment to defining and delivering quality 
technology services and measuring performance to ensure that ComIT consistently meets the expectations of customers. 
(S1 – S7)

2. Building Better Business Solutions: (11 Initiatives) Getting smarter in the way ComIT manages business systems and 
applications means leveraging the solutions already owned on an enterprise level to benefit a greater number of users. It also 
involves looking at applications as a portfolio and looking at ways to keep the cost of development and support down, while 
increasing quality and user satisfaction. (B1 – B11)

3. Strengthening Governance:  (6 Initiatives) ComIT will actively involve departments and other city leaders in decid-
ing how to direct and manage the limited capital funding available for investments in new or enhanced business solutions.  
This also requires considering the business benefit and total cost of ownership of all proposed business solutions – and the 
resources ComIT has available to support them. (G1 – G6)

4. Improving Infrastructure and Operations: (8 Initiatives) Improving the processes and technologies used to store, 
manage, protect and access the city’s data and communicate with each other is fundamental to the vision to make informa-
tion available to customers anytime and anywhere. This also involves looking at ways to create a next generation network to 
increase network bandwidth, reduce the cost of operations, and ensure critical systems are operational and accessible when 
needed the most. (I1 – I8)

5. Obtain positions for Oracle Database Engineer and Quality Assurance Analyst. Gartner recommends that the city obtain 
additional funding and resources to meet expected increase in demand for on-going Oracle support, growth and expansion. 
ComIT should obtain positions for an analyst to perform quality assurance and testing functions and an Oracle database 
administrator to effectively manage and administer the Oracle ERP. (R1)
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Figure 73: Strategic Initiatives

Business Relationship Manager (S-1)

Strategic Role and Responsibility 
The BRM role will provide delivery of “full value IT” to the city’s business organizations. The BRM will serve as the advocate 
for the lines of business to facilitate the understanding of each respective business operation, identify potential process and 
technology opportunities, and improve overall organizational value. The BRM will work collaboratively with ComIT staff in 
planning, designing, deploying and enhancing IT applications and services to help address issues and problems. These part-
nerships will drive optimization of the organization’s IT return on investment (ROI) and help to establish ComIT as a value 
center within the organization.

The BRM function fulfills two important organizational roles: the relationship manager and a highly business-focused stra-
tegic analyst.  There are four key responsibility areas that the BRM will support in ComIT.  

1. Business Processes - Optimize quality, efficiency and controls.  In addition, create requirement sets for specific 
solutions.

2. Business Functions - Align, coordinate and integrate identified solutions and define management tools for commu-
nicating information about various initiatives.

3. Business Value Chain - Utilize and leverage innovation in various processes to add value to the customer. 

4. Business Process Network - Collaborate with all city departments to create shared solutions for the organization[1]

[1] Cassio Dreyfuss “Business Relationship Management Progresses Toward Increased Value”, Gartner, Inc., November 28, 2012
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The ability of the BRM to successfully engage with the business will require the BRM to develop excellent rapport with 
all city departments.  While this role requires business and technical acumen to deliver these key areas of responsibility, 
the textbook-defined business analyst will not meet the demands of this function.  The BRM role will develop a deep 
understanding of the current and future needs of each city department and work with ComIT customers to identify scope, 
and justify and implement potential technology solutions.  

The BRM will also identify opportunities and leverage them with enterprise technology to address common business needs 
through the organization.  And finally, the BRM must provide support to ComIT in developing adjustments to its strategic 
plans to ensure that it can meet the needs of the city departments now and in the future.  

 

BRM Leadership 
The BRM manager, under the auspices of the ComIT executive management team, is responsible for establishing, managing, 
and maintaining strategic relationships with the various city departments and divisions.  This lead position will interface regu-
larly with ComIT organizational leadership to communicate and clarify department and division issues and needs.  In addition, 
they will investigate and resolve customer relationship problems and may participate in RFP contract negotiation and adminis-
tration. 

BRM plays an important role in integrating, sharing, and in some cases, driving results for business initiatives for other man-
agement processes like project portfolio management, application portfolio management, and resource planning management.  
These management areas provide the conduit for which city customers and ComIT can collaborate.   

Operationally, the BRM team will be responsible for analyzing and determining the operational and financial impact of new 
products and services that may be required by the city.  The team will work on proposed changes and solutions to products and 
services to optimize efficiencies of business and ComIT results.  There may be opportunities for the team to assist in processes, 
assessments, and defining enterprise specifications and requirements, recommending business solutions that align with cur-
rently implemented technologies, and satisfying customer needs by facilitating requirements and testing.

Additional funding is requested in the FY15 budget for 2.0 FTEs (Systems Analyst II), with ComIT repurposing two vacancies 
to create four BRM positions.  Gartner has indicated that ComIT needs to undertake service transformation to align IT and 
business needs.  This new request addresses a portion (4 of 8 FTEs) of the BRM role as recommended by Gartner for the city of 
Virginia Beach.
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Table 6: S-1 BRM Strategic Initiative

Initiative  S-1 Create a Business Relationship Management (BRM) function within ComIT

Overview The proposed BRM role would be a new position within ComIT. The BRM will be a technology advocate for the 
businesses. Individuals in this role would proactively engage with other city departments to learn their respec-
tive business issues and problems and work collaboratively with ComIT staff in planning, design, deployment 
and enhancement of IT applications and IT services to help address departmental issues and problems. The BRM 
function is a common role within IT organizations that desire to transition to a more service-oriented, customer-
focused delivery model. 

Key Activities 1. Define role of a proposed new business relationship manager position

2. Develop job descriptions for new BRM role

3. Determine BRM workload (across the city)

4. Develop strategy for filling new BRM positions and setting up education/training 

5. Consider a pilot where BRM’s are assigned to defined communities of interest (i.e., groups of individuals 
representing agencies with similar functions, such as public safety, Economic Development, Public Utilities, 
etc.)

6. Promote or transition existing city staff to fill some or all of these new roles; hire new staff as necessary if 
qualified internal resources are not available to meet initial demand.

Resource  
Implications

The city should create positions and job specifications for up to eight new BRM roles.  The BRMs should be as-
signed to ComIT.  However, these individuals can move into this new role from within ComIT, or may come from 
one of the city’s other departments. These roles may also be filled by new hires. 

Cost Summary The five-year cost summary splits the request for eight BRMs with four requested in Year 1 and the final four in 
year 4.  No annual raises or cost-of-living adjustments were considered in developing these estimates.

Est. Costs Year 1: $412.6K Year 2: $397.6K Year 3: $810.2K Year 4: $806.2K Year 5: $806.2K

Duration Up to 1 year to develop and receive approval for the new BRM 
position; another 6 months to interview, hire and orient indi-
viduals selected to fill these new positions.  

Owner: Information Services  
Administrator

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. There may be a reluctance by the city to approve new positions

2. Need to develop job specifications and determine appropriate reporting relationship within the target IT 
organization model for ComIT

3. ComIT also needs to mature its business relationship management processes and services

Business Relationship Manager Justifications
The Gartner and ComIT engagement findings, imperatives and recommendations support the need for the BRM role as a 
liaison between ComIT and the businesses. Most notably, feedback from focus groups and city leadership indicated a belief 
that ComIT does not understand the businesses and does not maintain close relationships with the departments. A dedi-
cated resource or liaison between ComIT and the individual departments would bridge this gap and foster stronger relation-
ships. 

The results from the application portfolio assessment indicated that ComIT does not engage with customers in the correct 
manner approximately 18% of the time on application-related projects or work efforts. This represents the greatest area of 
misalignment found in the assessment. Customer engagement misalignment was the most frequent form of misalignment 
discovered during the application portfolio assessment. The BRM role would mitigate that finding by ensuring ComIT is 
responding in an appropriately agile or formal fashion to work requests.

The BRM will:

	Become the technology advocate for the departments
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	Develop deeper understanding of the current and future business needs of each city department, and assist ComIT’s 
customers in identifying, scoping, justifying and implementing potential technology solutions

	Recognize opportunities to leverage enterprise technology solutions to address common business needs

	Provide support to ComIT in developing updates to its strategic plans/roadmap 

Define IT Processes and Services (S-2)
Well-defined IT processes and services are critical for ComIT to reliably establish, communicate and meet the performance 
expectations of the city’s numerous internal and external customers.  This initiative involves a significant maturation in all 
processes and services, but especially in release management (software package updates) and incident and problem manage-
ment.

Table 7: S2 - IT Processes and Services Strategic Initiative

Initiative  S-2 Define IT Processes and Services

Overview Well-defined IT processes and services are critical for ComIT to reliably establish, communicate and meet the 
performance expectations of the city’s numerous internal and external customers.  This initiative involves a 
significant maturation in all processes and services, but especially in the following functions:

1. Release Management (the process of developing, testing and deployment of new software releases)

2. Incident and Problem Management (to capture more detailed metrics to enable analysis of the infrastruc-
ture and applications environments and support root cause analysis)

3. IT Asset Management (the process of maintaining procurement and depreciation details of assets, as well 
as the description, values, current ownership and location of assets in a register or database)

4. IT Service Level Management (the process of working with ComIT’s customers to mutually define busi-
ness service requirements and targets, within service level requirements and service-level agreements)

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities to transition ComIT from an asset-centric to service-centric 
delivery model (see Gartner Research Report G00213536 “Service Management, ITIL and the Process-Opti-
mizing IT Delivery Model” for more details):

1. Fill ComIT’s vacant asset manager role (reclassification of an existing FTE)

2. Clearly define and communicate ComIT’s vision to migrate to a customer-centric service delivery model

3. Define and segment the city’s internal market for IT services

4. Define ComIT’s service portfolio 

5. Create a process to service map

6. Establish process improvement priorities and create the transition plan
Resource  
Implications

Performing the activities listed above will not require additional ComIT staff.  However, the work will require 
a significant amount of time for existing resources at all levels of the organization.  Consulting services may be 
leveraged to facilitate the transition and develop required documentation – including a service catalog.

Cost Summary No cost impacts are associated with this initiative as it assumes ComIT will undertake this as operational tasks 
using existing resources.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 2 years without consulting services; 1.5 years if using consult-

ing services 
Owner: Office of the CIO

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. A related roadmap initiative has been defined to identify, acquire and implement tools to help automate 
ComIT’s IT processes

2. Improvements in process maturity will also be contingent upon adopting a more effective organization 
structure and staffing model
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IT Processes and Services Justification
The Gartner and ComIT engagement findings, imperatives and recommendations support the initiative to mature and for-
malize ComIT’s processes and services.  The processes and services assessment revealed very low levels of process maturity 
and discipline. On the Gartner maturity scale, ComIT achieved a score of less than one on the following processes:

	Problem Management

	Release Management

	IT Service Continuity Management

	Service Level Management

	Asset Management

Feedback from focus groups and city leadership indicated that ComIT is poor at release management and keeping ap-
plications current. Feedback also indicated that ComIT can make improvements in incident and problem response. Asset 
management is a very immature discipline in ComIT. This is supported by the volume of aging assets and lack of a refresh 
schedule.

Figure 74: Aging Assets in the City

Note: Asset ages are as of March 2014. Miscellaneous category includes UPS, whiteboards, cameras, projectors and other 
small peripherals. Computing Equipment category includes desktops and laptops.
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Acquire Tools (S-3)
A suite of IT Service Support Management (ITSSM) tools can help enable the effective and efficient delivery of ComIT’s 
evolving process and service capabilities.  The suite should include IT self-service tools. ComIT’s initial focus for tool acquisi-
tion will include the following.

	Release Management Tools
	Active Directory Password Reset Self Service
	Dameware Assistance
	SolarWinds Web Help Desk
	SolarWinds Asset Management Tools

o Network Configuration Manager
o Network Performance Monitor
o Netflow
o Server and Application Monitor
o Storage Manager
o Virtualization Manager
o VoIP and Network Quality Manager
o User Device Tracker
o Internet Protocol (IP) Address Manager
o Firewall Security Manager
o Web Performance Monitor

Table 8: S-3 - Acquire Tools Strategic Initiative

Initiative  S-3 Acquire tools to help enable implementation of IT processes and services

Overview A suite of IT service support management (ITSSM) tools can help enable the effective and efficient delivery of 
ComIT’s evolving process and service capabilities.  The suite should include IT Self-Service tools.  A set of potential 
solutions is presented in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for ITSSM Tools (Report G00231576, dated August 2012).  

Key Activities 1. Define IT process and services (see Initiative S-2)

2. Consult with Gartner Research analysts to help assess and select an appropriate ITSSM tool suite

3. Deploy ITSSM functionality as necessary to support ComIT’s processes and service offerings as they are 
developed 

Resource  
Implications

Limited resource implications.  ComIT may require consulting services to help configure and deploy an ITSSM 
solution – but, once deployed these tools can help to reduce staff time and effort involved in IT service delivery.

Cost Summary ITSSM tools will be acquired in FY14. The source of funding and associated costs for sustainment for this initia-
tive has yet to be determined. 

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0

Duration Initial deployment could be completed in 3 months, while addi-
tional functionality could be configured and deployed as services 
are defined and delivered.

Owner: Office of the CIO

Risks and/or De-
pendencies

1. A related roadmap initiative has been defined to define ComIT’s IT processes and services

2. Improvements in process maturity will also be contingent upon adopting a more effective organization struc-
ture and staffing model
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Acquire Tools Justification
The Gartner and ComIT engagement findings, imperatives and recommendations support the initiative to acquire quality 
self-service and IT tools to empower customers and reduce IT staff costs of performing basic support functions. A compre-
hensive suite of tools would also facilitate the strategic initiative to standardize and formalize processes and services such as 
asset management and portfolio management. Gartner’s findings included the following.

1. The lack of application management tools will inhibit ComIT’s ability to efficiently and effectively manage the current 
portfolio and quickly respond to the city’s requirements. Delivery of projects in a timely and cost-effective manner will be 
hampered by the lack of resource management and tracking tools.

2. The lack of lifecycle management regarding the internal toolset may have implications on the ability to adequately main-
tain business applications.

3. The lack of integration and continued underutilization of tools are resulting in operational inefficiencies and investing in 
duplicative technologies. These impact ComIT’s operational costs and leave fewer funds for innovation.

Reorganize ComIT (S-4)
ComIT’s current organization structure needs be aligned to support a service-centric and customer-focused model.  This 
change in organizational structure must be implemented to enable other service-related transformation initiatives involving 
resources and improvement in internal processes.

Figure 75: Gartner Organizational Maturity55

55 Source: Gartner, Inc. 
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Table 9: S-4 - Reorganize ComIT Strategic Initiative

Initiative  S-4 Reorganize ComIT to support a service-oriented business model

Overview ComIT’s current organization structure needs be aligned to support a service-centric and customer-
focused model.  This change in organizational structure must be implemented to enable other service-
related transformation initiatives involving resources and improvement in internal processes.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities:

1. Define roles and reporting relationships for all positions defined in the functional organization chart 

2. Determine required workload

3. Conduct skills assessment for current staff

4. Conduct gap assessment to match current ComIT skills to each role

5. Identify additional staffing needs (in-house or contract)

6. Translate the functional organization chart to a detailed organization chart (with positions aligned to 
roles)

7. Define implementation plan and communication strategy to facilitate ComIT reorganization.
Resource  
Implications

Completing the activities listed above will not require additional ComIT staff.  However, the outcome of 
this initiative may indicate a skills and/or workload imbalance or gap that will require additional staff. 

Cost Summary

Funding is expected from the Business Continuity CIP. ComIT may elect to hire a vendor to conduct the 
skills assessment, define roles and workload requirements and provide guidance in implementing the 
transition plan to target organization model. Engaging consulting services may be the impartial ap-
proach to obtaining a fair assessment.

Est. Costs Year 1: $350,000 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 9-12 months to complete the initial activities outlined above.  

Another year or more to implement the transition plan to the 
target organization model

Owner: HR Director and Office of 
the CIO

Risks and/or 
Dependencies

1. Significant organizational change management issues

2. Challenge in creating new job descriptions

3. Challenge in hiring new staff to address skills/role gaps

Reorganization Justification
Gartner’s current-state findings for ComIT organizational structure support the need for a departmental reorganization to 
better support service delivery.

1. Historically, other city departments have not regarded ComIT to be customer-centric in delivery of IT services. Part 
of this perception is based on long-held discontent from departments that were required to cede IT resources to 
ComIT.  Additionally, ComIT did not always place appropriate value on understanding customer needs and expecta-
tions.   

2. ComIT’s organization structure seems complex and disjointed and tends to be organized around the assets that IT 
supports. 

3. There is limited process maturity and process automation to support ComIT’s work today.

4. Resources are largely organized around skills into functional and technology silos, and there are increasing oppor-
tunities and need to work across traditional silos.
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5. Activities in functions are not logically aligned around services, processes or skills.

6. ComIT lacks robust resource and knowledge management capabilities, and staff skills often are not aligned with 
current job descriptions and/or current needs. 

7. Project and portfolio management processes across the organization are poorly defined.

8. ComIT may be overly reliant on contractors to compensate for inability to hire and retain FTE staff.

9. Activities to support sourcing are spread throughout the organization; sourcing capacity is constrained and neces-
sary capabilities are varied.

10. ComIT’s performance measurement approach has been highly varied with no clear accountability.

11. Impact analysis across the organization is inconsistently performed.

Organizational transformation will align skills and staffing levels to more effectively and efficiently meet ComIT’s current 
and future service delivery expectations. A new structure will support the PMO more effectively in the planning and delivery 
of projects in the city’s IT project portfolio, and ComIT will be able to forecast and manage in-house and contract staffing 
costs more accurately.

Develop Resource Capacity Planning and 
Management (S-5)
ComIT needs to develop the capability to analyze, plan and manage resources across the organization and not solely within 
current departmental silos.  This competency will allow the department to better balance its workload with available re-
sources, which in turn will help ComIT meet project commitments and the service-level expectations of its customers. 

The capacity management process ensures that adequate capacity is available at all times to meet the requirements of the 
business by balancing business demand with IT supply.  In order to achieve this, a capacity plan is closely linked to the 
business strategy, and plans are produced and reviewed on a regular basis, covering business, service and resource capac-
ity management. Common activities within these areas include performance management, workload management, demand 
management and application sizing and modeling.
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Table 10: S-5 - Develop Resource Capacity Planning Strategic Initiative

Initiative  S-5 Develop stronger resource capacity planning and management capabilities

Overview ComIT needs to develop the capability to analyze, plan and manage resources across the organization 
– and not solely within departmental silos.  This competency will allow the department to better bal-
ance its workload with available resources, which in turn will help ComIT meet project commitments 
and the service-level expectations of its customers.  A related objective of this initiative is to determine 
if ComIT’s current staffing levels and skills are sufficient to meet present and future demands in infra-
structure and applications support functions. 

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities: 

1. Conduct a skills inventory for current ComIT staff and update at least once annually

2. Establish baseline staffing levels, based on defined IT services and SLAs and agreed IT project 
portfolio funding levels; modify baseline staffing levels as IT service requirements change or if the 
size of the IT project portfolio is increased/decreased.

3. Acquire an enterprise resource planning tool and provide training and support to users within 
ComIT

4. Develop formal governance processes to make resource assignment decisions at an enterprise 
level and track regularly

a. Confirm individuals/groups to be involved in resource assignments 

b. Determine process for reviewing and confirming resource assignments for proposed IT 
projects (including assessment of impact on current ComIT operations and other approved 
projects)

c. Identify need for short-term contract hires, if required

5. Advise the IRB concerning resource impacts to the ComIT operations and current IT projects 
related to proposed new IT projects; manage IT project portfolio in accordance with IRB project 
approval and prioritization decisions

Resource Implications No additional staff is required to support this work – other than the proposed project portfolio man-
ager (or back-filling position vacated if role is filled via promotion from within ComIT).  Setting up 
the tool and processes to strengthen resource capacity planning and management within ComIT will 
require a modest commitment of time by department leadership.  

Cost Summary
Cost for RPM software licenses, hardware and services are included in the acquisition of an APM tool 
(initiative B-2). RPM is a module that is included in the APM solution.  Year 3 costs are for a significant 
upgrade or major RPM modification.  

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $250K Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 9-12 months to stand up and begin leveraging resource 

capacity management tools and processes.
Owner: Office of the CIO

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. Need to implement other PMO, PPM and governance recommendations – especially establishing 
a project portfolio management function within ComIT

2. Resistance from ComIT staff to share resources assigned to their own organizational units.

 

Resource Capacity Management Justification
The Gartner assessment confirmed that ComIT does a poor job proactively planning for work demands and resource avail-
ability and communicating resource requirements to stakeholders.  Other city departments do not have awareness of - or 
visibility to - the ongoing demands imposed by daily operational work. Operations work (‘keeping the lights on’) is non-nego-
tiable work that is, by definition, high priority work that must be performed. This work tends to not be highly visible to stake-
holders, and they may underestimate the work demands and necessity. From their perspective, it may appear that ComIT 
has bandwidth to accomplish more project work than is feasible.
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ComIT requires a tool and a resource capacity management discipline to ensure operational work has visibility and resourc-
es are dedicated to performing high value project work. True resource availability must be transparent to project manag-
ers and resource managers so that project work can be realistically scheduled and executed. Until true resource capacity 
management is an instilled discipline, ComIT will continue to defend its ability to perform work according to the unrealistic 
expectations of customers and stakeholders.

 Modernize IT Job Specifications (S-6)
ComIT must work with Human Resources to define new, up-to-date job titles and specifications that meet the needs of a 
service-oriented IT organization. Existing staff should be transitioned to the appropriate new job specification that aligns 
with their skills and role in ComIT.

Table 11: S-6 - Modernize IT Job Description Strategic Initiative

Initiative  S-6 Modernize IT job classes and specifications 
Overview Nearly half of ComIT’s technical workforce is working under a set of systems analyst or programmer 

analyst job specifications that have not been revised since 1990.  Additionally, most of the city’s current IT 
job classifications/series are radically misaligned with roles needed in a service-optimized and customer-
centric IT organization.  Both of these issues will continue to negatively impact ComIT’s ability to attract 
and retain IT staff in a competitive regional market.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities:

1. Reference roles defined in the target organizational structure identified in Initiative S-4 and define job 
classification series that are aligned with the proposed new model

2. Develop new job families and job descriptions

3. Develop recommended salary ranges for new job families/specification using both public sector and 
private sector employment data

4. Develop approach for reclassifying current staff into new job classes/roles

5. Work with Human Resources and other city officials to obtain approval for new job classes/specifica-
tions and reclassification approach

6. In coordination with Initiative S-4, implement approved plan for reclassifying existing employees to 
new roles and retaining new employees or contract resources to address skills or workload gaps.

Resource Implications Completing the activities listed above will not require additional ComIT staff; however, the outcome of 
this initiative may indicate a skills and/or workload imbalance that will require the city to hire new staff in 
selected positions.  

Cost Summary The incremental cost to complete this initiative should be minimal, assuming ComIT and Human Re-
sources can perform the activities above with in-house resources.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 1-2 years to develop new job families and descriptions and 

obtain approvals necessary to hire or reclassify staff within the 
new organizational structure.

Owner: HR Director and 
Office of the CIO

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. Includes new business analyst job specification/family defined in Initiative S-6

2. Implement in coordination with initiative to develop and transition ComIT to a new target organiza-
tional structure.

3. ComIT will encounter significant organizational change management issues, as well as challenges in 
gaining approval for new job series/descriptions
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IT Job Specifications Justification
Nearly half of ComIT’s technical workforce is working under a set of systems analyst or programmer analyst job specifica-
tions that have not been revised since 1990.  Additionally, most of the city’s current IT job classifications/series are radically 
misaligned with roles needed in a service-optimized and customer-centric IT organization.  Both of these issues will con-
tinue to negatively impact ComIT’s ability to attract and retain IT staff in a competitive regional market.

Most of the city’s current job descriptions do not provide meaningful detail to describe the work involved in many critical IT 
jobs that ComIT needs to fill today.  In addition to these positions, ComIT may need staff to support IT strategy initiatives 
around business relationship management and mobile applications development. 

The city’s out-of-date job titles and descriptions do not project the image of an innovative, leading-edge technology environ-
ment and may discourage experienced, highly qualified individuals from the recruiting process. The figure below represents 
Gartner’s assessment of how ComIT jobs align to current and common IT positions and their position description. The posi-
tions below are the most highly recruited IT positions and how ComIT job descriptions align to them.

Figure 76: Degree of Alignment to Top IT Positions56

Top IT Positions Recruited –  
from Gartner/Mercer Survey

Relative Degree of Alignment with  
City of VA Beach Job Specifications

•	 IT Analyst Moderate

•	 Project Manager Weak

•	 IT Security Analyst Weak

•	 Database Administrator Weak

•	 Network Engineer Moderate

•	 Data Architect Weak

•	 IT Program Manager Weak
•	 Web Applications Devel-

oper Moderate

•	 Network Architect Weak

•	 Data Warehousing Analyst Weak

•	 Enterprise Architect Weak

•	 Solutions Architect Weak

  56 Source: 2012 Gartner/Mercer IT Workplace Practices, Top IT Jobs Recruited (March 2011-February 2012)
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6.7 

Mobile Strategy (S-7)
Virginia Beach has a growing need to embrace mobile applications and mobility now more than ever before.  The city has an 
increasing number of users accessing city web services through mobile applications. The city is lagging behind many gov-
ernment organizations today and needs to commit to a mobile strategy that will enable community engagement and create 
efficiencies within the workforce.

Table 12: S-7 - Mobile Application Strategic Initiative

Initiative  S-7 Create a Sustainable Mobile Applications Strategy and Development function within ComIT

Overview Virginia Beach has a growing need to embrace mobile applications and mobility now more than ever before.  The city has 

a growing number of users accessing city web services through mobile applications.  In February 2012, there were 45,000 

visits to VBgov.com from mobile devices.  In February 2013, the number increased to 72,000.  This increase shows that 

the city has a large pool of users on mobile devices that they must start supporting.

In order to balance between time-to-market requirements, emerging functional requirements and integration require-

ments, ComIT has proposed a hybrid approach to mobile applications deployment that will include the purchase of a 

commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) product that will enable standard services such as citizen requests for services and 

reports of service outages, as well as custom development for other mobile applications that target key strategic and 

operational initiatives within the city.

As many as five resources will be required to develop, manage and support mobile applications development, deployment 
and sustainment of both COTS and custom-developed applications.  ComIT has reassigned one existing FTE with mobile 
application development experience to lead this new team.  Virginia Beach funded the proposed Mobile Applications 
Strategy and Development function in FY14.  The funding model included three software engineers, one systems analyst, 
software and hardware for development.  This initiative was divided into two phases - funding three of the four positions 
in FY14 (two software engineers and one systems analyst) along with a portion of the software and hardware costs.  The 
fourth position – the third software engineer along with the remaining software and hardware costs would be funded in 
FY15.

Key Activities 1. Define role and responsibilities of the mobile applications development team

2. Modify current/emerging job descriptions for the software engineers to include mobile applications development 

3. Determine mobile applications workload (across the city). 

4. Develop strategy for mobile portal for all Virginia Beach applications

5. Develop strategy for COTS procurement and mobile applications support

6. Implement a pilot where the portal is deployed and an initial developed application is included (Public Works).

7. Promote existing city staff to fill at least one of the new roles; hire new staff as necessary if qualified internal re-
sources are not available to meet initial demand.

Resource Implications The city should create positions and job specifications for up to five new mobile application development roles.  The mo-
bile applications software engineers and analysts should be assigned to ComIT.  

Cost Summary

This is a new service area for Virginia Beach, and there are very limited skill sets in the city that can meet the require-
ments for this service area.  For cost estimation purposes, the city will promote one resource with the requisite experi-
ence and will need to hire four positions at an annual salary of $90,000 for the engineers and $80,000 for the analysts 
with fringe benefit rate of 37.85 percent. No annual raises or cost of living adjustments were considered in developing 
these estimates.

Est. Costs Year 1: $291.6K Year 2: $110.9K Year 3: $110.9K Year 4: $110.9K Year 5: $110.9K

Duration Up to 1 year to develop and receive approval for the new mobile ap-
plication positions; another 6 months to interview, hire and orient 
individuals selected to fill these new positions.  

Owner: Applications Support 
Coordinator

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

Sourcing the development and sustainment of a fully capable mobile application function within ComIT.
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Mobile Strategy Justification
In February 2012, there were 45,000 visits to VBgov.com from mobile devices.  In February 2013, the number increased to 
72,000.  This increase shows that the city has a large pool of users on mobile devices that they must start supporting. 

Mobile solutions enhance the citizens’ experience with government by providing quicker access to services and information. 
Citizens’ and visitors’ mobile applications can be integrated with existing line-of-business applications to enable end-to-end 
processes. Mobility also drives operational efficiencies and garners better business and taxpayer value.

Mobile solutions allow the workforce to connect with government systems and resources while in the field and during non-
business hours. Mobility provides real-time collaboration across the enterprise, supports telecommute work models and 
business continuity and sustainment efforts. 
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6.8 

Formalize Business Analysis (B-1)
ComIT needs to formally develop guidelines and standards for interacting with its customers to define, document and 
validate business processes and requirements.  By establishing this business analysis framework, ComIT can more clearly 
identify the stated and unstated business needs of its customers and more ably address these requirements in the business 
solutions it develops. 

ComIT developed an initial version of the business analysis (BA) framework that provides guidance and structure to ana-
lysts when performing BA assessments and working with customers on strategic initiatives. Accompanying templates also 
assist the analyst prepare documents with a common format and consistent sections of information. The BA framework will 
be socialized with ComIT analysts and management and established as the standard set of guidelines for analysis work.

Table 13: B-1 - Business Analysis Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-1 Formalize business analysis and documentation processes

Overview ComIT has recently invested time and effort to improving processes and capabilities in business analysis.  
To further improve in this area, ComIT needs to finalize guidelines and standards for interacting with its 
customers to define, document and validate business processes and requirements.  By formally establishing 
the business analysis framework defined in this initiative, ComIT can more clearly identify the stated and 
unstated business needs of its customers and more ably address these requirements in the business solutions 
it develops.   

Key Activities Defining a repeatable process to capture and collaboratively assess and manage department business pro-
cesses – including:

1. Interview guides to elicit “as is” and “to be” processes and requirements

2. Guidelines in preparing use cases, process flows and other related documentation 

3. Training materials and/or reference materials for business analysts

4. Definition of roles/responsibilities for business analysts (and possibly new job specifications), BRMs and 
customer agencies

5. Education and communication protocols

6. Leveraging SharePoint and other tools to file/share documents/artifacts

7. Process for ensuring continuous assessment and improvement in business analysis and documentation 
processes

Resource Implications This initiative will require a modest investment in time and effort for existing ComIT staff to develop and 
maintain artifacts/documentation described above.

Cost Summary ComIT should be able to complete the above activities with existing staff resources – without any appreciable 
additional costs to the city.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 
3:

$0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0

Duration 6-9 months to develop initial set of guidelines, training mate-
rials and business analysis job specifications.

Owner: Applications Support 
Coordinator

Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

New business analyst job specification/family should be defined (see Initiative S-7)
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Business Analysis Justification
ComIT has been pursuing a business analysis framework and standardized document templates for more than a year now. 
The first version of the framework and accompanying document templates has been released and are being reviewed by 
ComIT leadership. This initiative requires no additional capital, but will bring substantial benefits to the business as ComIT 
seeks to better understand strategic objectives and fulfill departmental business needs. 

The BA framework will help business analysts, BRMs and ComIT understand the customer’s business and position them 
for success. The framework goes far beyond traditional BA tasks such as requirements analysis; its purpose is to enable an 
understanding of the current and desired future state, perform strategic assessments and evaluate requested work for true 
business value.

6.9  

Mature Application Portfolio Management 

Capabilities (B-2)
The application portfolio management (APM) initiative is focused on maturing ComIT’s APM organization and processes 
to ensure repeatability and efficiency in the department’s application development work.  The anticipated benefits include 
increased responsiveness to customer requirements, prioritized guidance and automated portfolio management processes.

APM provides managers with an inventory of the organization’s software applications and related metrics to illustrate the 
business value (or lack of) for each application. ComIT is actively seeking an APM tool and expects to implement it in FY15. 
The APM tool will be a repository for application information. It will track attributes such as vendor, version, server names, 
supporting resources, user departments and lifetime costs. The APM tool will also maintain the application lifecycle road-
map, tracking information such as past upgrades, and future planned work.

Table 14: B-2 - Mature APM Capability Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-2 Mature Application Portfolio Management (APM) capabilities 

Overview This initiative is focused on maturing ComIT’s APM organization and processes to ensure repeatability and 
efficiency in the department’s application development work.  The anticipated benefits include increased 
responsiveness to customer requirements, prioritized guidance and automated portfolio management pro-
cesses.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities (as documented in Gartner’s APM Final Report):

1. Assess all critical business and IT applications

2. Continuously validate and update application portfolio standing (at least once a year)

3. Establish a total cost of ownership model in coordination with Management Services

4. Engage the APM manager in advisory boards

5. Acquire, configure and deploy an APM tool and use to facilitate APM processes
Resource Implica-
tions

ComIT may require consulting support to assist in-house staff in assessing applications.  

Cost Summary ComIT will acquire the APM tool in FY14. Costs in year 2 through year 5 are for annual software mainte-
nance/support fees.  ComIT will determine how year 1 support funds will be obtained.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $20K Year 3: $20K Year 4: $20K Year 5: $20K
Duration 9-12 months to establish APM organization and process ele-

ments.  Subsequent validation and update of the portfolio to be 
conducted annually.

Owner: Applications Support Coordina-
tor

Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

May involve creation of new application portfolio manager job specification/family (ref. Initiative S-6)
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Application Portfolio Management Justification
Application portfolio management is a core discipline and process for maturing IT organizations. Currently, ComIT’s APM 
processes are immature. Lack of APM processes is one reason why ComIT engages with stakeholders in a misaligned man-
ner approximately 18% of the time – the greatest area of misalignment found in the Gartner Application Portfolio Assess-
ment. Lack of an APM tool and process is one of the reasons why ComIT uses a one-size-fits-all approach to application 
projects and work. The release management process, which is poorly executed, would be improved through the use of an 
APM by allowing for proactive planning for application releases (upgrades).

ComIT and the city don’t have one centralized source for maintaining application information. The Systems Support and 
Applications Support divisions maintain separate repositories of application information. Multimedia Services has their 
own set of applications, as does Telecommunications and the Center for Geospatial Information Services. Existing applica-
tion lists include obsolete applications that have not been used in years. Application attributes, such as technology platform 
information, vendor contact information, support personnel, cost history and supporting documentation, is not maintained 
in one location.

In addition to lacking a centralized information repository, ComIT does not have a process and consistent way to plan an 
application’s lifecycle, including routine and major upgrades and technology architecture refresh. This causes ComIT to react 
to customer demands instead of proactively planning for application maintenance. 

ComIT does not have a way to evaluate the business value an application brings to the organization. Customer departments 
may be tolerating a marginal application because they don’t have anything to replace it. Time, money and resources should 
be devoted to high-value work, and poorly performing applications should be identified and replaced or brought to current 
technology standards. ComIT allows obsolete technology platforms, such as SQL Server 2003, to linger because there isn’t a 
way to objectively assess value and provide justification for spending time and resources to replace obsolete technology.

6.10  

Best Fit Application Management (B-3)
The best fit management initiative involves reviewing results from ComIT’s initial application portfolio assessment to un-
derstand what is working well for applications that were highly rated.  By leveraging lessons learned about high-performing 
functions and applications, ComIT can improve service delivery – via an adaptable management model, “right-sized” opera-
tional costs and appropriate matching of applications and management practices. Best fit management is the concept that 
ComIT cannot employ a one-size-fits-all management approach to all applications. The application’s characteristics should 
drive how ComIT engages with their customers.
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Table 15: B-3 - Best Fit Application Management Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-3 Investigate “Best Fit” Application Management Practices

Overview This initiative is focused on reviewing results from ComIT’s initial application portfolio assessment to 
understand, in detail, what is working well for applications that were highly rated.  By leveraging lessons 
learned about high-performing functions and applications, ComIT can improve service delivery – via an 
adaptable management model, “right-sized” operational costs and appropriate matching of applications 
and management practices

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities (as documented in Gartner’s APM Final Report):

1. Prepare interview guides and conduct in-depth discussions with owners of budgeting, utilities and 
face-to-face (e.g., Patron Edge, CounterPoint) applications

2. Document findings 

3. Incorporate lessons learned in future APM and application architecture activities
Resource Implications This task requires a minimal commitment of ComIT resources to conduct interviews and document and 

apply findings.
Cost Summary No additional costs anticipated
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration Up to 3 months to prepare for and conduct interviews and 

document results
Owner: Applications Support 

Coordinator
Risks and/or  
Dependencies

Outcomes from this task should be used in defining or revising ComIT’s application architecture (ref. 
Initiative G-6)

 Best Fit Application Management Justification
Best fit is the degree to which the way the application is managed aligns with its designated pace layer - the stated rate of 
change. The pace layer should determine the management approach for applications. For example, systems of record change 
infrequently, and a waterfall project approach with CIP funding is appropriate. For systems of differentiation, a less-man-
aged hybrid project approach with more flexible funding is appropriate. For systems of innovation, agile project approaches 
with readily-available funding is appropriate.

As stated earlier in the application portfolio assessment section, although most of the city’s applications are characterized 
as systems of record, the majority of the portfolio is being managed as systems of differentiation, and this may be resulting 
in increased operational costs. As a more customer-focused, business-enabling organization, ComIT will need to facilitate 
greater innovation and the appropriate supporting processes.

This initiative requires little justification because of the common sense nature of the recommendation. ComIT mindset, 
work and project processes must adopt a more flexible posture and evaluate an application’s pace layer before selecting a 
management approach.
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6.11.  

Application Innovation Framework Strategic Initiative (B-4)
This initiative is focused on developing a framework that adequately supports new and fluid application development 
processes.  The anticipated benefit is a stronger capacity for ComIT to fulfill customer requirements and to accommodate 
fast-changing processes and overall organizational agility. ComIT and the customers should engage more rapidly and fluidly, 
adopt leading-edge technology, and accept more risk in developing innovative applications.

Table 16: B-4 Application Innovation Framework Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-4 Establish an Application Innovation Framework

Overview This initiative is focused on developing a framework that adequately supports new and fluid application de-
velopment processes.  The anticipated benefit is a stronger capacity for ComIT to accommodate fast-changing 
processes and overall organizational agility.

Key Activities This initiative involves investigating the factors below, identifying gaps and revising the current application 
management framework to support adoption of more responsive/agile development practices:

1. Stakeholder engagement – active involvement from businesses 

2. Risk – greater tolerance (and expectations) for failure

3. Data – better use of unstructured, dynamic information

4. Technology – adoption of more leading-edge technologies

5. Software Development Lifecycle – use of more agile and rapid application development

6. Architecture – build out of more “beta” capabilities, less focus on perfecting existing capabilities

7. Analytics – leveraging predictive, and not just descriptive intelligence
Resource Implica-
tions

This task requires a modest commitment of ComIT resources to continually assess the above factors and docu-
ment and apply findings.

Cost Summary No additional costs anticipated
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 12-18 months to conduct analysis and document recommenda-

tions
Owner: Applications Support 

Coordinator
Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

Outcomes from this task should be used in defining or revising ComIT’s application architecture (ref. Initiative 
G-6)

  
Application Innovation Framework Justification
Customer feedback obtained during the CIO assessment supported the application portfolio assessment finding that ComIT 
does not facilitate innovation. ComIT typically employs a standardized waterfall approach to application modification, de-
velopment and implementation. This approach is risk-adverse and does not support rapid execution to take advantage of new 
opportunities and ideas. Developing an innovation mindset and framework will allow ComIT to better partner with other 
departments and satisfy technology needs.

The application portfolio assessment discussed in prior sections revealed that out of 157 applications surveyed, only 5% - or 
approximately eight applications - are systems of innovation. (Follow-up with survey respondents about responses may put 
this figure even lower.) Clearly ComIT and the departments can do a better job leveraging strategic business opportunities by 
instituting a mindset of innovation and risk-taking. During interviews with customer focus groups and city leadership, the 
theme of innovation was repeated as an improvement opportunity for ComIT

.
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Figure 77: Innovation Pace Layer Findings
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6.12  

Departmental Analysis and Reporting (B-5)
Departmental analysis is an enterprise-wide initiative that would allow employees across the city to more easily access 
existing information systems to conduct their own analysis and reporting.  The anticipated benefits would be savings in em-
ployee time and effort for analysis and reporting activities, as well as more timely access to information required to support 
decision-making.  A critical element of this scope is improved analysis and reporting for information in the city’s Oracle ERP 
system; however, users of other city applications also indicated a need for improved analysis and reporting functionality.

Table 17: B-5 - Departmental Analysis Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-5 Improve capability for Departments to conduct their own analysis and reporting

Overview This is an enterprise-wide initiative that would allow employees across the city to more easily access existing 
information systems to conduct their own analysis and reporting.  The anticipated benefits would be savings 
in employee time and effort for analysis and reporting activities, as well as more timely access to information 
required to support decision-making.  A critical element of this scope is improved analysis and reporting for 
information in the city’s Oracle ERP system; however, users of other city applications also indicated a need for 
improved analysis and reporting functionality.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Conducting interviews with individuals in all communities of interest to understand unique analysis and 
reporting requirements and assess capabilities available in existing systems

2. Assess opportunities to leverage GIS to meet preliminary requirements

3. Documenting requirements and assessing potential solution strategies – including business intelligence 
and reporting functionality available in existing city systems

4. Defining the recommended solution strategy and preparing a business case to document alternative 
analysis results, costs, anticipated benefits, ROI, resource implications, schedules and risks

5. Submitting the business case for approval by the architecture review board, and resource and prioritiza-
tion review by the project portfolio manager, and ultimately, review, approval and priority assignment in 
the city’s project portfolio by the IRB

6. Preparing a statement of work and identifying consulting resources required to assist with selected tasks 

7. Defining detailed requirements and conducting design, development/configuration, testing and deploy-
ment activities

Resource Implica-
tions

This task requires a significant commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Defining high-level requirements and evaluate current analysis and reporting capabilities available in 
existing systems 

2. Developing business case, statement of work and procurement documents

3. ARB and PPM reviews of the proposed project

4. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for statement of work (SOW) tasks

Cost Summary Costs below are estimates for external consulting services to implement the scope of work.  Software/hard-
ware costs not included

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $320K Year 3: $200K Year 4: $200K Year 5: $200K
Duration Up to 2 years (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: Applications Support 

Coordinator
Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

1. Data quality and data integrity issues may need to be mitigated to ensure successful implementation 

2. Implementing governance initiatives could help facilitate the evaluation and approval of the appropriately 
scoped solution 
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Departmental Analysis Justification
When departments cannot obtain data on a self-service basis, they must rely on ComIT to develop the required reports. This 
over-reliance on IT resources hurts both the customer and ComIT by making ComIT the choke point for delivering services 
in a timely manner.  Departments that cannot obtain the information they need from applications also use work-arounds, 
such as Access databases, to track the desired data. Just-in-time, self-service access to data would greatly improve the cus-
tomer’s ability to make timely and well-informed decisions. 

Feedback from customer focus groups further supports this initiative. Customers need improved reporting capabilities; spe-
cific areas include payroll and overtime, and the tools to intuitively manipulate and analyze data. Customers also reported 
concern regarding lack of tools that enable real-time access to data.
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6.13 

Leverage Existing Application Functionality (B-6)
The scope of this initiative includes configuring and deploying modules in selected COTS systems that the city already owns 
in order to automate business processes that are largely manual and paper-based.  Possible examples include code enforce-
ment and plan review workflow capabilities in Accela and work order management functionality available in Hansen.  Ad-
ditionally, the city may be able to expand its existing Oracle ERP footprint to automate accounts payable processes, provide 
employee performance management and automated workflow and enterprise content management functionality. 

Table 18: B-6 - Leverage Application Functionality Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-6 Leverage functionality in existing systems to automate key business processes

Overview The scope of this initiative is to configure and deploy modules in selected COTS systems that the city already 
owns in order to automate business processes that are largely manual and paper-based.  Possible examples 
include code enforcement and plan review workflow capabilities in Accela and work order management func-
tionality available in Hansen.  Additionally, the city may be able to expand its existing Oracle ERP footprint 
to automate accounts payable processes and possibly provide employee performance management and/or 
automated workflow and enterprise content management functionality.  

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Conducting interviews with current users of the city’s Oracle ERP, Accela, Hansen and SharePoint ap-
plications to identify opportunities to leverage untapped functionality available in these applications to 
automate business processes

2. Documenting requirements and conducting a high-level fit-gap to determine capabilities of existing 
systems

3. Developing a proposed high-level statement of work (SOW) and preliminary cost estimates to configure, 
test and deploy additional modules 

4. Defining the recommended solution strategy and preparing a business case to document alternatives 
analysis results, costs, anticipated benefits, ROI, resource implications, schedules and risks

5. Submitting the business case for approval by the architecture review board, and resource and prioritiza-
tion review by the project portfolio manager, and ultimately, review, approval and priority assignment in 
the city’s project portfolio by the IRB

6. Identifying consulting resources required to assist with selected tasks 

7. Defining detailed requirements and performing requisite configuration, testing and deployment activi-
ties

Resource Implications This task requires a moderate commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Defining high-level requirements and evaluating functionality available in existing systems 

2. Developing business case and statement of work and procurement documents (if required)

3. ARB and PPM reviews of the proposed project

4. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for statement of work (SOW) tasks
Cost Summary Costs below are estimates for external consulting services to support implementing the above scope of work.  
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $750K Year 4: $750K Year 5: $150K
Duration Up to 2 years (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: Office of the CIO

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. Data quality and data integrity issues may need to be mitigated to ensure successful implementation 

2. Implementing governance initiatives could help facilitate the evaluation and approval of the appropri-
ately scoped solution

3. Having the appropriate personnel and expertise to accomplish the work
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Leverage Functionality Justification
The city and ComIT essentially waste money when application functionality is already owned, but not used. Money is wasted 
performing manual reporting and other tasks that an application can perform, but has not been configured to do so. Re-
source capacity limitations are usually the culprit when making trade-offs in prioritizing and executing work. Consulting 
services may be required to overcome this limitation and implement unused features, modules and functionality that the 
city already owns.

Leveraging existing but unused functionality was a recurring theme during interviews with focus groups and city leadership 
regarding opportunities for IT improvement. Customers reported that SharePoint, as currently deployed, is limiting, and its 
current design does not provide sufficient opportunities for sales, advertising, marketing and other business development 
functions.  Customers also reported that the Hansen application should be enhanced; the asset management functionality 
needs to be deployed.
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6.14

Implement a Customer Relationship  
Management Solution (B-7)
An enterprise customer relationship management (CRM) solution would help provide a 360-degree view of any citizen who 
contacts a city department requesting information or services.  Integration with other city systems could also support auto-
mated routing of work orders and follow-up responses to citizens when a service request is fulfilled.

Typically, CRM solutions are associated with private sector businesses as a way to attract, maintain and reward customers. 
Public sector CRM is a way to improve interactions between citizens and government. CRM imparts the ability to provide 
efficient and cost-effective service to constituents while empowering them to have a stake in their government. There are 
technical components to CRM, but more importantly, CRM is a strategy to understand the customers (citizens) and their 
needs as well as and provide effective, efficient services to address those needs.
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Table 19: B-7 - CRM Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-7 Implement an enterprise-wide citizen/customer relationship management (CRM) solution

Overview An enterprise CRM solution would help provide a 360-degree view of any citizen who contacts a city depart-
ment requesting information or services.  Gartner recommends that the city consider a single, consolidated 
contact center to streamline this function.  Integration with other city systems could also support automated 
routing of work orders and follow-up responses to citizens when a service request is fulfilled.  ComIT has 
already initiated a mobile application strategy that helps support this routing and follow-up functionality.  See 
Gartner Research Report G00251937, “Magic Quadrant for the CRM Customer Engagement Center” dated 
May 2013, for more details on potential solutions.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Interviewing individuals who currently receive 311 contact center calls to understand “as is” processes and 
identify process improvements

2. Documenting requirements and conducting a high-level fit-gap to determine capabilities of potential solu-
tions

3. Developing a proposed high-level statement of work (SOW) and preliminary cost estimates to develop/con-
figure, test and deploy a recommended solution 

4. Defining the recommended solution strategy and preparing a business case to document alternatives 
analysis results, costs, anticipated benefits, ROI, resource implications, schedules and risks

5. Submitting the business case for approval by the architecture review board (ARB) and resource and 
prioritization review by the project portfolio manager (PPM), and ultimately, review, approval and priority 
assignment in the city’s project portfolio by the investment review board (IRB).

6. Preparing a request for proposal (RFP) and evaluating, selecting and negotiating a contract with the best 
qualified system integration vendor

7. Analyzing and defining detailed requirements and performing requisite system configuration, testing and 
deployment activities

Resource Implica-
tions

This task requires a moderate commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Defining high-level requirements and evaluating functionality available in existing systems 

2. Developing business case and statement of work 

3. ARB and PPM reviews of the proposed project and IRB approval

4. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for SOW tasks

Cost Summary Costs below are estimates for hardware, software and external consulting services to support project work, fol-
lowed by an estimated cost for annual software/hardware maintenance and support.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $3.5M Year 3: $1.5M Year 4: $700K Year 5: $700K
Duration Up to 2 years (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: MLT and Office of the CIO

Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

1. Challenge in defining requirements for a common enterprise solution among multiple departments 

2. Integration with other solutions to enable work order routing and follow through (e.g., Hansen, Accela)
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CRM Justification
The city currently faces several challenges when tracking and managing citizen interactions with departments and divi-
sions. Each department or division uses a different method when tracking citizen requests, and concerns and information 
is not shared. As an example, a citizen may initiate a request with the Planning department and then subsequently contact 
Permits to complete the transaction or request. But because Planning and Permits track the requests differently, they do not 
know the requests are related. The citizen rightly perceives the uncoordinated process as ineffective and is justified in their 
frustration with city departments that do not appear to communicate and share information. 

The city needs one source of customer information that serves as a repository of the history of transactions and interactions 
with citizens. Customers will have a single point of contact for city services, and contact center representatives will have a 
more complete and current historical view of all customer interactions with the city. Constituents and city staff will save 
time in responding to customer requests for information or services.

A customer relationship management tool to facilitate citizen access to government services was a consistent theme during 
interviews with focus groups and city leadership. Interview participates identified several ways a CRM will help the city at 
the recreation centers, public safety locations, treasurer’s offices, Housing and other departments and locations that support 
a high level of citizen interaction.

6.15

Citizen Access to Government (B-8)
Citizens and businesses increasingly demand that the city become more open and transparent in sharing financial and op-
erational performance information.  Similarly, they expect the city to run more like a modern business, with opportunities 
to make payments and submit service requests online.  This initiative is focused on improving VBgov.com to provide both 
interactive capabilities and enhanced search functionality – via online and mobile access options.
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Table 20: B-8 - Citizen Access to Government Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-8 Provide citizens with better access to city services and information

Overview Citizens and businesses are increasingly demanding that the city become more open and transparent in sharing 
financial and operational performance information.  Similarly, they expect the city to run more like a modern 
business, with opportunities to make payments and submit service request online.  This open data initiative is 
focused on improving VBgov.com to provide both interactive capabilities and enhanced search functionality – 
via online and mobile access options.  

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Conducting focus group meetings with citizens and businesses to understand financial and operational 
details that could be made publicly available via VBgov.com; also discuss other opportunities for improving 
access to city services/information

2. Conducting interviews with departments that receive business/citizen payments and requests for informa-
tion to understand “as is” processes and identify opportunities for process automation

3. Documenting requirements and developing a high-level solution strategy

4. Developing a proposed high-level statement of work (SOW) and preliminary cost estimates to develop/con-
figure, test and deploy recommended solution 

5. Defining the recommended solution strategy and preparing a business case to document alternatives analy-
sis results, costs, anticipated benefits, ROI, resource implications, schedules and risks

6. Submitting the business case for approval by the architecture review board and resource and prioritization 
review by the project portfolio manager, and ultimately, review, approval and priority assignment in the 
city’s project portfolio by the IRB

7. Identifying consulting resources required to assist with selected tasks 

8. Defining detailed requirements and performing requisite configuration, testing and deployment activities
Resource Implica-
tions

This task requires a moderate commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Defining high-level requirements, high-level design and SOW for the proposed solution 

2. Developing business case and conducting ARB and PPM reviews of the proposed project

3. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for SOW tasks

Cost Summary Costs below are estimates for external consulting services to support work activities outlined above.  Software/
hardware costs not included.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $250K Year 3: $250K Year 4: $75K Year 5: $75K
Duration Up to 18 months (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: Information Services 

Administrator
Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

1. Implementation of this initiative will require citywide process changes and policy decisions to facilitate 
open access to data

2. Resistance from city departments that are reluctant to share financial and/or operational data with the 
public

3. Complexity in setting up options for debit/credit card payments

4. Integration with back office systems (e.g., Oracle, Hansen, Accela)

5. Appropriate security precautions will need to be in place to ensure city information and systems won’t be 
compromised
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Citizen Access Justification
Enhanced citizen access to government services was a consistent theme during interviews with focus groups and city offi-
cials. The citizen access initiative is a proactive effort to establish openness and transparency to government data. Data such 
as the following could be available for citizen and member access:

	Performance metrics

	City expenditures

	Generated revenue

	Citizen requests and concerns

	Real Estate value

	Public safety data 

	Emergency Communications and Citizens Services (ECCS) call statistics

	Public Works and Public Utilities data 

Openness and transparency to city data will enable citizens, businesses and staff to use self-service reporting and perform 
independent research. Data will be made available in a format that is consumable by reporting tools and applications. Open 
data may reduce citizen contacts to 311, Economic Development, public safety and other departments.

One source of data will eliminate data version issues so that only one source of authoritative, current data will be shared 
with the public. Each department that is a data ‘owner’ will be responsible for ensuring citizen access to the most current 
version of data. For example, only Occupational Health will provide open access to workplace injury information, and only 
Public Utilities will provide data on water consumption by residents. While openness is a goal, some data will not be shared 
if it contains personal information. 

6.16 

Build Interfaces (B-9)
Much of the data that departments require for operational and reporting purposes is maintained in other city applications 
or in systems maintained by the state or other external entities. Building interfaces between these internal and external 
systems could significantly reduce the manual and paper-based exchange of information, while also improving the currency 
and quality of data.
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Table 21: B-9 - Build Interfaces Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-9 Design and build interfaces between internal and external systems

Overview Much of the data that departments require for operational and reporting purposes is maintained in other city 
applications – or in systems maintained by the state or other external entities. Building interfaces between 
these internal and external systems could significantly reduce the manual and paper-based exchange of infor-
mation, while also improving the currency and quality of data. Potential interfaces include:

·	 Between Accela and GIS web services (to help automate city planning business processes)

·	 Between city and state systems to support automated reporting and data sharing

·	 Between courts and public safety agencies

·	 Between mobile applications and Hansen and Accela work order systems
Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Conducting interviews with system owners to understand requirements, as well as potential technical and 
political issues/risks.

2. Documenting requirements and developing high-level statement of work (SOW) and preliminary cost 
estimates to develop/configure, test and deploy recommended interfaces 

3. Defining the recommended interface strategy and preparing a business case to document estimated costs, 
anticipated benefits, ROI, resource implications, schedules and risks

4. Submitting the business case for approval by the architecture review board and resource and prioritization 
review by the project portfolio manager, and ultimately, review, approval and priority assignment in the 
city’s project portfolio by the IRB

5. Developing a MOA or other agreements between system owners to ensure integrity of systems/data

6. Identifying consulting resources required to assist with selected tasks 

7. Defining detailed requirements and performing requisite configuration, testing and deployment activities
Resource Implica-
tions

This task requires a moderate commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Defining high-level requirements, high-level design and SOW for each proposed interface 

2. Developing business case and conducting ARB and PPM reviews of the proposed project

3. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for SOW tasks

Cost Summary Costs below assume an estimated $150K each for design, development, testing and deployment of up to three 
interfaces, as well as $15K per year for maintenance/support for each interface

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $300K Year 3: $180K Year 4: $45K Year 5: $45K
Duration Up to 2 years (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: Applications Support 

Coordinator
Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

1. Interface complexity and potential issues in executing supporting agreements/MOAs could impact project 
schedules

2. Current solution configurations and customizations may limit integration options

3. Interfaces will need to be updated when packaged solutions are upgraded
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Build Interfaces Justification
Constitutional officers of the city identified a weakness in how data is shared between judicial offices, public safety offices and state 
agencies. The courts, Police, Sheriff’s office and Human Services often provide services to the same client base. These departments 
have a need to fluidly share data with each other as well as with state agencies.

Currently, sharing client data between these departments is largely a manual, paper process that interjects opportunities for delay 
and error. Automation of data exchange between these entities would alleviate resources from performing manual processes.

6.17 

Provide End User Training (B-10)
The functionality and utility of the city’s enterprise applications may not be efficiently or effectively leveraged if end users 
aren’t well-versed in how to use these applications.  Providing training in how to best use these enterprise applications helps 
ensure that the city is maximizing the value of its IT investments. 

Table 22: B10 - End User Training Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-10 Provide appropriate training to end-users of the city’s enterprise applications

Overview A good deal of the functionality and utility of the city’s enterprise applications may not be efficiently or effective-
ly leveraged if end users aren’t well-versed in how to use these applications.  Providing training in how to best 
use these enterprise applications helps ensure that the city is maximizing the value of its IT investments. 

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Conducting a survey of city staff to identify critical system training needs

2. Gathering training requirements based on priorities identified in the survey

3. Assessing training options, including:

a. Developing in-house training programs/curriculum to meet user needs

b. Identifying external training classes or online resources 

4. Defining funding needs for options cited above, as well as any recommended supporting applications 

5. Identifying resources within HR or ComIT to dedicate to ongoing user training (may require new hires)
Resource Implica-
tions

1. May need to hire 1-2 additional training resources, depending on demand identified in the user survey

2. City may elect to contract with external resources to deliver training

Cost Summary
Costs below assume that the city will hire two additional training FTEs ($65K salary + 37.85 percent fringe 
benefit rate) and/or contract with external consulting resources to assist in developing and/or delivering train-
ing programs

Est. Costs Year 1: $165K Year 2: $165K Year 3: $180K Year 4: $180K Year 5: $180K
Duration Up to 2 years (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: Information Services 

Administrator
Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

This initiative should be coordinated with deployment of the Oracle Learning Management system, which 
would provide the city with the means to better record, track and report staff training and professional develop-
ment activities for city employees

 
User Training Justification
Customers have reported that they need more training in some applications such as InSITE, and they rely on work-arounds 
such as Access databases to produce required data. Better and more widely available training was a recurring theme during 
interviews with focus groups and city leaders regarding opportunities for IT improvement. Training in the areas of Share-
Point, Oracle, and other important applications where frequent requests from interviewees.
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6.18 

Enterprise Content Management Solution (B-11)
Today, various city departments still create and manage a significant number of paper records and forms, largely us-
ing manual processes to route, review and file these documents.  Some departments are using microfiche solutions to file 
selected documents.  An enterprise content management (ECM) solution could significantly streamline the city’s document 
management processes. Converting selected files to digital records and forms, scanning documents and leveraging automat-
ed workflow will facilitate much quicker review and approval cycles.  An ECM solution could dramatically improve internal 
work processes as well as client-facing interactions.  See Gartner Research Report G00253757, “Magic Quadrant for Enter-
prise Content Management” dated September 2013, for more details on potential solutions.

Table 23: B-11 - Enterprise Content Management Strategic Initiative

Initiative B-11 Implement a citywide Enterprise Content Management Solution

Overview Today, various city departments still create and manage a significant number of paper records and forms, 
largely using manual processes to route, review and file these documents.  Some departments are using micro-
fiche solutions to file selected documents.  An enterprise content management (ECM) solution could signifi-
cantly streamline the city’s document management processes – by converting selected files to digital records 
and forms, scanning other documents and leveraging automated workflow to facilitate much quicker review and 
approval cycles.  An ECM solution could dramatically improve internal work processes as well as client-facing 
interactions.  See Gartner Research Report G00253757, “Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Content Management” 
dated September 2013, for more details on potential solutions.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Conducting interviews with users from various city departments to document requirements

2. Conducting a high-level fit-gap to determine capabilities of potential solutions

3. Developing a proposed high-level statement of work (SOW) and preliminary cost estimates to develop/con-
figure, test and deploy the recommended solution 

4. Defining the recommended solution strategy and preparing a business case to document alternatives 
analysis results, costs, anticipated benefits, ROI, resource implications, schedules and risks

5. Submitting the business case for approval by the architecture review board and resource and prioritization 
review by the project portfolio manager, and ultimately, review, approval and priority assignment in the 
city’s project portfolio by the IRB

6. Preparing an RFP and evaluating, selecting and negotiating a contract with the best qualified system inte-
gration vendor

7. Analyzing and defining detailed requirements and performing requisite system configuration, testing and 
deployment activities

Resource  
Implications

This task requires a moderate commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Defining high-level requirements and evaluating functionality available in existing systems 

2. Developing business case and statement of work 

3. ARB and PPM reviews of the proposed project

4. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources to support the SI vendor’s work

Cost Summary
Costs below are estimates for external consulting services to support the above scope of work, including soft-
ware, hardware and consulting services to implement the proposed solution and to back-scan selected existing 
historic paper documents.  Year five costs are for maintenance and support of installed hardware and software.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $2.5M Year 4: $2.5M Year 5: $300K
Duration 24-32 months (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: MLT and Office of the CIO

Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

1. Challenge in defining requirements for a common enterprise solution among multiple Departments 

2. Potential integration with other solutions to support workflow requirements
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Enterprise Content Management Justification
The city lacks a cohesive content management system on an enterprise level. Some departments use an older version of the 
document management application Laserfiche, which is currently being upgraded on a per-department basis.  The city re-
quires a secure, automated solution to share documents across the enterprise. 

Without a robust document management system, city staff resort to duplicating both paper and electronic files which results 
in multiple copies and versions of a document. Continued growth of paper and electronic document storage is outpacing the 
ability to store them. 

Funding used to pay for duplicative document storage is not good stewardship of tax-payer dollars. The city’s public records 
manager provided some examples of costs incurred for maintaining paper documents. Document and storage costs include, 
but are not limited to, the following.

• On-site Storage: $32.50 per cubic foot annually	
• Off-site Commercial Storage: $1.50 to $3 per cubic foot	
• Microfilm Conversion: $174 per cubic foot
• Digital Image Conversion: $366 per cubic foot
• Misfiles $125 per incident

The inability to meet the capacity requirements is resulting in risky and policy-violating practices.  Due to the restrictions on 
email and network storage, a significant number of departments are relying on external hard drives, portable flash drives, 
non-cataloged DVDs and CDs to complete their day-to-day operations.

Document inaccessibility and reliance on paper is hampering productivity. The process to locate and retrieve paper or mis-
filed electronic documents is slow and inefficient, and institutional knowledge of document locations cannot be relied upon 
as a solution. There is an emerging operational requirement to use mobile technology for document retrieval, but the current 
technology environment does not fully support this need.  

In 2001, Zylab Technologies1 published a white paper referencing Gartner estimates and projections for document storage 
costs. Some interesting document storage heuristics are as follows.

	85% of documents never leave the filing cabinet until destruction.

	The average document is copied, either physically or electronically, nine to 11 times at a cost of $24.58.

	Documents cost about $27.31 to file.

	25% of physical documents are misfiled.

6.19 

Investment Review Board (G-1)
An investment review board (IRB), led by the MLT and comprised of individuals representing the city’s business leadership, 
should be responsible for:

	Reviewing and approving proposed investments in new or enhanced business applications/solutions

	Deciding the relative priority of each approved investment within the city’s IT project portfolio

	Monitoring the status of each project

	Reviewing and approving proposed changes in ongoing projects 

Currently, ComIT and the project management team prioritize projects for execution based on resources that are available. This 
decision-making responsibility will be transitioned to the IRB, and ComIT will assume a supporting role in the process.

1 Zylab Technologies. Know the Costs of Filing Your Paper Documents. N.p.: Zylab Technologies, 2001. Print.
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Table 24: G-1 - Investment Review Board Strategic Initiative

Initiative  G-1 Establish an Investment Review Board (IRB) 

Overview An investment review board (IRB), comprised of individuals representing the city’s business leadership, 
should be responsible for 1) reviewing and approving proposed investments in new or enhanced business ap-
plications/solutions; 2) deciding the relative priority of each approved investment within the city’s IT project 
portfolio; 3) monitoring the status of each project; 4) reviewing and approving proposed changes in ongoing 
projects; 5) recommending funding levels for the IT project portfolio. ComIT should assume a supporting role 
in this process.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities: 

1. Develop charter for the IRB – defining mission and objectives, membership, roles/responsibilities, 
decision-making protocols and overall governance supporting the review and approval of IT projects in 
the city

2. Develop communication strategy and materials to present and win MLT and Council support for the 
formation and operation of the IRB

3. Identify initial members (7-10) from among city departments and rotate membership periodically; mem-
bers should include a senior-level budget/financial representative and the city CIO.  A member of the MLT 
should also be included and should serve as chairperson

4. Conduct kick-off meeting to ensure that IRB members understand roles/responsibilities

5. Develop mechanism for openly sharing/communicating IRB decisions
Resource Implica-
tions

This initiative requires little additional resource commitment on behalf of ComIT.  Individuals selected to 
serve as IRB members will need to invest 8-16 hours each month to prepare for, and participate in, IRB meet-
ings

Cost Summary There is no additional cost to ComIT or the city in implementing this initiative
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration Setting up the IRB could require 3-6 months to organize and 

set schedules.  
Owner: MLT and Office of the CIO

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. Investment decisions should be based on detail provided in business case documentation prepared by 
department sponsors with review and input from IT.  Business cases must include an estimate of the total 
cost of ownership and the projected business benefit.

2. ComIT’s architecture review board, project management team and project portfolio manager would con-
duct an initial review of proposed IT investments and make recommendations to the IRB.

3. The format of project status reports would need to be modified to provide actionable information to IRB 
members

4. There may be possible political resistance to changing the city’s current process for funding and selection 
of IT projects.

IRB Justification
Feedback from interview sessions with customer focus groups and city leaders identified opportunities for improving the 
project approval and prioritization process. An IRB would serve as the vehicle for making these improvements. This initia-
tive requires little justification because it puts the decision-making responsibility on a committee of city leaders, not ComIT.

Key features of the IRB concept will deliver significant benefits to the organization.

	Assigning responsibility for selecting and prioritizing IT projects to a group of senior leaders who best understand 
the city’s business needs – and how technology can optimally support these needs

	Agreeing to program only those IT projects that the city can reasonably fund and implement with available in-house 
or contract resources

	Ensuring greater visibility into the status, risks and issues related to ongoing IT projects
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6.20 

Business Case Development (G-2)
A business case should be required to justify any proposed IT capital investment and for any approved CIT CIP project that 
has not yet begun. A business case, when properly prepared and evaluated, helps ensure that the city invests only in IT capi-
tal projects that have a legitimate ROI, or other business benefit, and considers the long-term total cost of ownership the city 
would incur to develop, maintain and support the proposed investment. The business case becomes part of the package of 
information the IRB reviews when making decisions about project approval and prioritization. The business units must start 
developing business cases to support their technology initiative requests. ComIT business analysts and BRMs can provide 
support and assist the departments with creating these important documents.

Table 25: G-2 - Business Case Strategic Initiative

Initiative  G-2 Require business case justification for IT investments 

Overview A business case should be required to justify any proposed IT capital investment and for any approved CIP 
project that has not yet begun. A business case, when properly prepared and evaluated, helps ensure that the 
city invests only in IT capital projects that have a legitimate ROI, or other business benefit, and considers the 
long-term total cost of ownership the city would incur to develop, maintain and support the proposed invest-
ment. 

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities: 

1. Develop a business case template for proposed IT projects

2. Develop communication strategy and materials:

a. To present and win MLT and council support for using this template for all proposed IT projects

b. To educate other city departments on use of the template

3. Use the business case document as a resource for the PMT and Management Services to review cost and 
technical details, and for the IRB to assess and prioritize among competing IT investments

4. Identify resources within ComIT to assist departments in developing and finalizing business case docu-
mentation 

5. Assess anticipated and actual ROI/business benefits following project completion

6. Maintain a library of templates and completed business cases on SharePoint for reference
Resource Implica-
tions

ComIT should identify business relationship managers  or other staff to assist departments in developing 
business case documentation.  

Cost Summary There is no additional cost to ComIT or the city in implementing this initiative
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 3-6 months to develop business case template and communi-

cate new documentation requirements to other Departments
Owner: Office of the CIO

Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

1. The business case for a proposed IT investment should be developed in coordination with proposed 
new business relationship managements to ensure all necessary details are provided for review by the 
IRB

2. There may be political opposition/resistance to changing the city’s current process for review and 
selection of IT projects

3. ComIT’s architecture review board, project management team and project portfolio manager would 
conduct a review of detail provided in business case documentation and make recommendations to the 
investment review board
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Business Case Justification
A business case is an invaluable tool for objectively assessing whether requested work will provide lasting value to the city. 
Currently, work is added to the project queue without a thorough evaluation of the anticipated benefits it will produce. Fund-
ing and resource availability are the only factors now considered when deciding what work to execute. Highly vocal stake-
holders, or those who have their own funding sources, will be more likely to have their work prioritized for execution, even 
though the business value might be less than other proposed projects and initiatives.

The investment review board (IRB) will be the target audience for reviewing the business case. The IRB will make invest-
ment decisions based on quantitative and qualitative benefits, including process improvements, revenue generation, cost 
savings, return on investment, and net present value. This common sense approach requires little justification beyond an 
explanation of the benefits of the business case. ComIT analysts will work with customers to develop business cases prior to 
presentation to the IRB for further consideration.
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6.21 

Project Portfolio Management Function (G-3)
The project portfolio management role would support the IRB, CIO and project management office in prioritizing and man-
aging the city’s portfolio of IT projects.  As a new role in the organizational realignment, this function is critical to establish-
ing sound governance; this role would provide enterprise-wide visibility into the actual costs and benefits of the city’s IT 
projects and support the IRB in prioritizing and managing current details and status for approved IT projects.  

Table 26: G-3 - PPM Strategic Initiative

Initiative  G-3 Establish a Project Portfolio Management function within ComIT
Overview The project portfolio management role within ComIT would support the IRB, CIO and project management 

office in prioritizing and managing the city’s portfolio of IT projects.  This function is critical to establishing 
sound governance – the individual in this role would provide enterprise-wide visibility into the actual costs 
and benefits of the city’s IT projects and support the IRB in prioritizing and managing current details/status 
for approved IT projects.  This individual would also facilitate ComIT’s new resource capacity planning and 
management activities.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities: 

1. Create project portfolio manager role within ComIT (develop and submit new job specification for HR 
approval; a reclassification of an existing FTE)

2. Analyze project portfolio and work with CIO, PMO and PMT to recommend project prioritization to the 
IRB based on agreed criteria.  

3. Balance the project portfolio on the basis of:

a.  ComIT resource capacity

b.  Run/Grow/Transform segmentation

4.  Monitor the budget and schedule status of ongoing projects and the program as a whole

5.  Work with others in ComIT and other city departments to measure the actual business benefits realized 
for completed IT projects

6.  Analyzes historic program/project data to support future IT investment decisions
Resource Implications ComIT could promote from within to fill this new role, but would also need to back-fill the resulting vacancy.

Cost Summary There would be no additional cost to ComIT or the city in implementing this initiative, unless a new position 
was created.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 6-9 months to draft the job description and win approvals for 

creating this new role 
Owner: Information Services 

Administrator
Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. Coordinate with creation of new application portfolio management role

2. Coordinate with creation of new target organization structure (Initiative S-4) and development of new 
job families/specifications (Initiative S-7)

3. Creation of this new role is critical to support decision making by the IRB

4. ComIT should acquire and deploy the Integrated IT portfolio analysis tool (Initiative S-5) to enable the 
PPM to perform resource capacity planning and management tasks associated with this role
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PPM Justification
Customer feedback from interviews with focus groups and city leaders indicated that ComIT customers perceived the need 
for better project portfolio control. ComIT and the city don’t have a means to assess and manage the project portfolio to 
ensure that only high-value, strategically aligned projects are being executed. There is no process by which city officials 
outside ComIT decide which projects will be placed in the project queue. Currently, when a technology initiative request 
(TIR) is received, it is review by the project management team (PMT) comprised of the ComIT Project Management Office 
(PMO) and ComIT leadership. If approved by the PMT, the request is forwarded to the business systems team to develop the 
business concept document. The business concept provides a high-level evaluation of a project request’s value to the city and 
overall risk. (The business concept does not provide the degree of thorough evaluation that a true business case would.) This 
document is presented to the PMT for a decision on whether or not to proceed. If approved, the new project is moved to the 
portfolio and remains in a pending status until it can be resourced. A TIR is rarely declined, and no representation outside 
ComIT contributes to project prioritization.

ComIT’s project portfolio consists of more projects that can be reasonably managed with existing resources – little or no 
process is in place for managing demand for IT projects.  Customers may have a belief that their projects will be initiated 
once approved – yet in reality many projects are deferred until relative priorities within the portfolio change and resources 
can be assigned. ComIT is adding all projects to the portfolio that are approved by the PMT without regard to resource avail-
ability.

In addition to a PPM role, a PPM tool is justified because it will help recommend the correct balance of projects that achieves 
the greatest strategic value utilizing actual resource availability. A PPM tool will consider the required resource types (roles 
and skill sets) when assessing which projects can reasonably be performed within a specified time frame. Only projects that 
are actually considered or planned for execution should be included in the PPM tool.

A PPM discipline and tool will drive better management of the city’s IT project portfolio in a logical and objective fashion, 
following guidelines approved by the IRB. It will also allow for greater visibility into the status of all IT projects – both pro-
posed and approved. ComIT will have the ability to report the costs and benefits of the millions of dollars the city invests in 
IT annually.
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Establish Architecture Review Process (G-4)
ComIT will set up an architecture review board (ARB) to work with the chief technology officer (CTO), Information Security 
and Privacy Office, applications support coordinator and the CIO to develop and/or refine the city’s conceptual architecture 
and architecture principles, as well as review proposed changes to the enterprise architecture. The ARB can help ensure that 
proposed new solutions are compliant with approved enterprise architecture, and consequently ensure that the city invests 
in solutions that ComIT can effectively support and maintain.

Table 27: G-4 - Architecture Review Process Strategic Initiative

Initiative  G-4 Establish an Architecture Review Process

Overview This initiative entails creation of a new architecture review board (ARB) and an ongoing architecture review 
process.  The ARB would work with the CTO, director of applications and the CIO to develop and/or refine the 
city’s conceptual architecture and architecture principles, as well as review proposed changes to the enter-
prise architecture (EA). The ARB would also review proposed IT investments to assess the degree to which 
proposed solutions are aligned with the EA – and make recommendations whether proposed solutions should 
be approved (for consideration by the IRB).  The department’s current design review board is partially provid-
ing an ARB function today – this work could be leveraged in implementing this initiative.

The ARB can help ensure that proposed new applications/solutions are compliant with approved enterprise 
architecture, and consequently, ensure that the city invests in solutions that ComIT can effectively support 
and maintain.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities: 

1. Develop a charter for an architecture review board and selecting individuals to perform the following 
functions:

a. Recommend conceptual architecture and architecture principles for review/approval by CIO or 
CTO

b. Review and adopt application architecture standards (see Initiative G-6)

c. Review proposed IT projects to assess compliance/fit with approved enterprise architecture 
(EA)

d. Recommend changes to the EA, when warranted

2. Conduct initial kickoff meeting and establish schedule for subsequent review meetings

3. Maintain a library of current architecture documentation/artifacts and review meeting results on Share-
Point for reference

Resource 
Implications

There is a considerable amount of work required to define the city’s conceptual architecture and principles.  
However, this work could be done with existing internal resources.

Cost Summary There would be no additional cost to ComIT or the city in implementing this initiative.
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 9-12 months to define architecture framework, develop sup-

porting documentation and set up the ARB and related review 
procedures.

Owner: CTO and Applications 
Support Coordinator

Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

1. This initiative will be most effective if implemented in concert with implementation of Initiatives G-1 
(IRB) and Initiative G-2 (Business Case Documentation)

2. There may be resistance from other city departments whose proposed IT investments/solutions do not 
comply with the approved EA. 
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Architecture Review Process Justification
ComIT previously adopted a technical design review process for evaluating the degree to which proposed applications or so-
lutions comply with the city’s technical design standards. The Design Review Board (DRB) fulfills the function of evaluating 
whether a specific technology initiative complies with technical standards. This is an important gate check for a project, but 
an overarching process is missing - the process of defining the enterprise architecture standards and keeping them updated 
and documented.

IT architecture governance processes will help ensure compliance with defined technical standards.  This in turn can help 
reduce the complexity and cost of solution maintenance and support if standards and processes are clearly defined and peri-
odically reviewed and updated.

The ARB would be composed of ComIT leadership and technical subject matter experts. Membership of the ARB would 
be limited to ComIT as they have ultimate accountability for supporting and maintaining technology. The ARB role would 
include recommending architecture standards and new technology solutions, and routinely reviewing, updating, document-
ing and socializing these standards.
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6.23 

Broaden Project Status Reporting (G-5)
Providing project status updates to business owners is a critical function of the Business Relationship Manager. Reports on 
the status of ongoing IT projects should be presented to the Investment Review Board and should include actionable infor-
mation regarding the cost, schedule, work complete, risks, and issues for each project in the approved IT project portfolio.  
Details should be sufficient to allow the IRB to resolve critical issues, review or approve change requests, and suspend or 
cancel troubled projects when warranted. Establishing a reporting process reflected in a dashboard system would be a sig-
nificant improvement over current paper processes. Online dashboards could be developed to present the status of active IT 
projects at any time.

Table 28: G-5 - Broaden Project Status Reporting Initiative

Initiative  G-5 Broaden Project Status Reporting

Overview Reports on the status of ongoing IT projects should be presented to the IRB and should include actionable 
information regarding the cost, schedule, work complete, risks, issues, etc. for each project in the approved IT 
project portfolio.  Details should be sufficient to allow the IRB to resolve critical issues, review/approve change 
requests, and suspend or cancel troubled projects when warranted. On line dashboards could be developed 
later to present the status of active IT projects at any time.

Decisions regarding the ongoing execution of projects in the IT project portfolio should be made by the city’s 
business leaders to ensure capital investments optimally support the city’s overall business strategy.  All costs 
should be budgeted, managed and reported. ComIT should play a support role in the project status reporting 
process, providing project detail necessary for the IRB to make ongoing IT investment decisions and keeping 
business owners informed.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities: 

1. Determine the appropriate level of project status detail to be presented to the IRB – as well as to the De-
partment sponsoring the project

2. Develop/update the project status report template and dashboard and submit for review and approval by 
the IRB

3. The ComIT PMO reviews status reports prepared by IT project managers and presents results to the IRB 
on a monthly basis (in coordination with the CIO)

Resource  
Implications

No additional resources are required to implement this work and the impact to current staffing should be mini-
mal

Cost Summary There would be no additional cost to ComIT or the city in implementing this initiative.
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 2-3 months to define report format and content Owner: Information Services Admin-

istrator
Risks and/or  
Dependencies

This initiative will be most effective if implemented in concert with implementation of Initiatives G-1 (IRB) 

 
Broaden Project Status Reporting Justification
Current project management status reporting often is not communicated outside the ComIT department. The customer Co-
mIT is performing the work for does not necessarily have insight into risks and issues regarding the project, how the budget 
is being consumed and other impacts to the work. In an effort to achieve greater openness and transparency ComIT must 
proactively ensure customers are receiving and acknowledging this information.

Greater transparency will be achieved by giving project status review and decision-making responsibility to the IRB. Proj-
ects that are related to an IRB strategic initiative (non-ComIT projects) will include periodic check points with the IRB to 
share status information. The enhanced and more widely disseminated project status report will provide the IRB the infor-
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mation needed to make project decisions. When project issues or risks arise, the IRB will make recommendations about how 
to address them. The IRB or business owner may recommend whether to reschedule, postpone or cancel an existing project. 
The IRB can also recommend changes in project priorities in the event of conflicting resource requirements or emerging city 
mandates.

6.24 

Establish Flexible Application Architecture (G-6)
This initiative involves developing a flexible application architecture framework that is forward-looking while addressing 
cost and efficiency objectives.  Leveraging results from Gartner’s Application Portfolio Analysis, the city’s application archi-
tecture standards should specifically address business value factors of integration and complexity, as well as technical value 
indicators of scalability and extensibility.  Compliance reviews of application architecture standards would be included in 
the ARB processes outlined in Initiative G-4.

Table 29: G-6 - Establish Flexible Application Architecture Strategic Initiative

Initiative  G-6 Establish flexible application architecture

Overview This initiative involves developing a flexible application architecture framework that is forward-looking, 
while addressing cost and efficiency objectives.  Leveraging results from Gartner’s Application Portfolio 
Analysis, the city’s application architecture standards should particularly address business value factors of 
integration and complexity, as well as technical value indicators of scalability and extensibility.  Compliance 
reviews of application architecture standards would be included in the ARB processes outlined in Initiative 
G-4.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following key activities: 

1. Confirm application architecture goals/objectives

2. Discuss, define and document draft architecture standards 

3. Review proposed application architecture documentation/artifacts with CTO and ARB team

4. Finalize documentation/artifacts and maintain on SharePoint

5. Review periodically and revise as warranted 
Resource Implications Most of the above activities can be performed in-house with existing ComIT staff.  An external consultant 

may be retained to support analysis and documentation work.

Cost Summary No additional resources are anticipated to implement this work and the impact to current staffing should be 
minimal

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration Up to 12 months to define architecture framework and de-

velop supporting documentation 
Owner: Owner: CTO and Applications 

Support Coordinator
Risks and/or  
Dependencies

This initiative will be most effective if implemented in concert with implementation of Initiatives G-4 (Estab-
lish Architecture Review Process)

 
Flexible Application Architecture Justification
The Application Portfolio Assessment survey indicated low scores for several factors. 

Complexity - 25% feel the application is complex or very complex

Scalability - 28% believe the application is rigid or somewhat scalable

Extensibility - 28% believe the application is somewhat configurable or programmatic

Integration - 21% believe the application is disconnected or manual
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Flexible application architecture will address low scoring for integration, scalability, extensibility, and complexity to deliver 
the right capabilities at a lower cost. Benefits also include improved adaptability to customer requirements and user experi-
ence, reduced cost through improved integration, and the ability to extend applications. The spider diagram below shows 
the results of the Gartner Application Portfolio Assessment evaluation of the overall technical condition of 157 applications 
surveyed. The low scores discussed above are reflected in the diagram.

Figure 78: Low Business and Technical Scores

 6.25  

Implement Next Generation Network (NGN) (I-1)
The city will expand network fiber to connect current and future off-campus locations to the municipal campus and imple-
ment network redundancy between six facilities (super-sites). The proposed solution would provide improved services for 
voice, data, video and internet. This investment is expected to have a life expectancy of more than 30 years and aligns well 
with the city’s current strategies of 1) engage in systems thinking; 2) maintain a long-term view; 3) achieve multiple positive 
outcomes; 4) be proactive and prevent problems; 5) create relationships and partnerships; 6) ensure sustainability; and 7) 
create an accurate, positive community image. In addition, this also aligns to the sociological factor of technology advance-
ments within the city’s 2040 vision and may have a direct impact on a 1) connected community; 2) learning community; and 
3) diverse community. 
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Table 30: I-1 - NGN Strategic Initiative

Initiative I-1 Implement a Next Generation Network (NGN).

Overview Expand network fiber to connect off-campus locations to the municipal campus and implement network 
redundancy between six facilities (super-sites). The proposed solution would provide improved services for 
voice, data, video and Internet. This investment is expected to have a life expectancy of more than 30 years and 
aligns well with the city’s current strategies of 1) engage in systems thinking; 2) maintain a long-term view; 3) 
achieve multiple positive outcomes; 4) be proactive and prevent problems; 5) create relationships and partner-
ships; 6) ensure sustainability; and 7) create an accurate, positive community image. In addition, this  aligns to 
the sociological factor of technology advancements within the city’s 2040 vision and may have a direct impact 
on a 1) connected community; 2) learning community; and 3) diverse community. 

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Implement optical ring redundancy (create 6 super-sites)

2. Expand Public Works ITS network to connect 66 off-campus locations to municipal campus

3. Develop and deploy data encryption capabilities

4. Integrate with the Public Schools’ fiber network
Resource  
Implications

ComIT and Public Works will collaborate to complete this effort; Additional positions may be added to both 
organizations as well as soliciting support and maintenance activities from an outside vendor

Cost Summary Costs below include all software and network costs, license and maintenance fees and the cost to hire a Next 
Generation Network engineer

Est. Costs Year 1: $4.147M Year 2: $475K Year 3: $475K Year 4: $475K Year 5: $475K
Duration 12-15 months Owner: Chief Technology Officer
Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. If the city does not respond to requests to mark fiber lines in the required time frame, the city will be 
responsible for repairs if damaged during utility work.

2. City may lose bargaining power with the vendor due to reduced volume/purchases

 
Next Generation Network Justification
The city does not have a complete fiber infrastructure of its own and must lease services from a vendor to the remote sites. 
The current solution has not been satisfactory for the off-campus city offices. There are over 90 off-campus sites that have 
consistently reported many network related issues during the past several years which impacts internal and external cus-
tomers. Libraries, Fire, Police and Parks and Recreation are some of the most impacted locations. The issues were related to 
the following.

	Consistently slow response times on a daily basis

	Network outages 

	Inability to leverage new technology because of network capacity

In 2013, a business case was developed to assess the benefits of connecting 66 off campus sites to the municipal center via 
the existing Intelligent Traffic System (ITS) optical fiber. The fiber expansion would provide the locations with campus-
quality network speeds up to 1 Gigabyte (GB). Currently some locations including fire and police locations have bandwidth 
as low as 3 Megabytes (MB). The resulting slow network speeds cause applications to run slowly, reports to generate slowly, 
the log-in process to hang and other negative impacts. The ITS fiber expansion would be located underground which would 
eliminate outages from weather events and other environmental factors. 

The qualitative assessment of the business case indicated off campus users are greatly dissatisfied with the current network 
bandwidth. Limited bandwidth impacts city employees’ productivity and frustrates citizens that use city services such as 
the libraries. The quantitative analysis of expanding the fiber indicated a safe investment of funds with pay-back in approxi-
mately five years.
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The business case proved such a strong argument for the fiber expansion that the CIP Caucus voted the Next Generation 
Network 1st priority for funding. The MLT has prioritized NGN for funding in the upcoming FY15 budget.

6.26 

Enterprise Data Storage Solution (I-2)
The Police and Public Utilities departments are producing an ever increasing number of large digital data objects that re-
quire storage sharing, long term retention and management.  The advent of new digital still-image and audio/video technolo-
gies and their daily use in the performance of business and mission functions is driving this increase. The objective of this 
initiative is to acquire and implement additional network-based digital data storage to support increasing immediate and 
long-term digital data storage needs of the city. Project work is underway to support this initiative.

Table 31: I-2 - Enterprise Data Storage Management

Initiative I-2 Implement an enterprise data storage solution

Overview With the advent of new digital still image and audio/video technologies and their day-to-day use in the perfor-
mance of business and mission functions, the city of Virginia Beach Police and Public Utilities Departments’ 
are producing an ever increasing number of sizeable digital data objects that require storage sharing, long term 
retention and management.  The objective of this Initiative is to acquire and implement additional network-
based digital data storage to support increasing current and long term digital data storage needs of the city of 
Virginia Beach.  ComIT has already developed an RFP for an implementation vendor and is presently evaluating 
responses.  This work will help establish a framework for a broader data management process for the city.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Select vendor and proposed solution

2. Develop, test and deploy the solution

3. Include files from Police and Public Utilities

4. Include files from Police resort area cameras
Resource  
Implications

Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for Statement of Work tasks

Cost Summary Estimated costs for external consulting services and required hardware and software are provided below in 
Year 2.  Annual maintenance and support costs for the deployed solution is provided in Years 3-5

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $500K Year 3: $200K Year 4: $200K Year 5: $200K
Duration Up to 1 year to select vendor, negotiate contract and design, 

configure and deploy the solution.
Owner: CTO

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

1. Possibility that proposed solution may exceed available funding

2. Risk that the implemented solution will not meet the City’s expectations

3. Budget programming for maintenance and support costs

 
Enterprise Data Storage Management Justification
A project to implement the enterprise storage solution is currently in execution. The storage hardware has been delivered and 
installation is underway as of February 2014. The configuration acquired includes 100 Terabytes (TB) of primary disk storage, 
50 TB of secondary storage and 562.5 TB of tape storage (used for active and backup). This is less disk storage than the cur-
rent configuration, but the system will migrate a significant number of old files to the active tape pool, freeing up significant 
amounts of disk space. The cost of active tape will be significantly less than disk storage. The data storage system also includes 
several data compression capabilities so the data that is stored will also require less space.

The original project scope, initiated in 2011, only included Public Safety and Public Utilities departments. The project breadth 
evolved to identifying and implementing a solution that could be used on an enterprise level. Once guidelines are developed and 
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a chargeback/subscription model approved, ComIT will unveil the system to all city departments. City departments will be able 
to determine their rules for migrating data off of disk while being retained on active tape. The system and policy-based control 
capabilities will improve enterprise-wide data storage and management.

Police will obtain storage capacity and data management capabilities for large files such as crime scene photographs, video and 
audio evidence, audio and video of interviews, recording of TASER events, helmet, shoulder, and/or in-car cameras, and mis-
cellaneous investigative audio and video recordings, data and photographs. The project will provide a secure storage environ-
ment with user-friendly data management capabilities for locating, reviewing and copying files when needed.  Most of the files 
are evidentiary, may be used in court, and must be stored for very long periods of time.  Some files may need to be copied and 
sanitized for Court, but the original file must remain untouched; evidentiary files may be retained for as long as 75 years.

Public Utilities will obtain more storage space for digital files.  Current city network storage is inadequate to satisfy the demand 
for video files as required for the Sanitary Sewer Overflow programs and mandated by Department of Environmental Quality 
consent order dated September 26, 2007.  Management requirements include storage, retrieval and archiving.  Requirements 
to download files from outside contractors will also be fulfilled. Public Works may also leverage the system to store storm water 
data files.
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6.27 

Enterprise Data Integration Solution (I-3)
The city maintains data in numerous different systems using a variety of platforms and data formats.  Integrating data from 
these systems is increasingly important to conduct analysis and reporting for operational purposes, as well as to meet the 
public demand for enhanced openness and transparency.  This solution would provide the technology foundation to enable 
data integration citywide. ComIT intends to aggregate data from key applications such as Hansen and Accela in a centralized 
data warehouse. This data will be available online to citizens, visitors and businesses to conduct their own reporting and 
research on city transactions, metrics and statistics.

Table 32: I-3 - Enterprise Data Integration Strategic Initiative

Initiative I-3 Implement an enterprise data integration solution

Overview Virginia Beach maintains data in numerous different systems, using a variety of platforms and data formats.  
Integrating data from these systems is increasingly important to conduct analysis and reporting for operational 
purposes, as well as to meet the public demand for enhanced openness and transparency.  This solution would 
provide the technology foundation to enable data integration citywide

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Documenting requirements and assessing potential solution strategies 

2. Defining the recommended solution strategy and preparing a business case to document alternatives 
analysis results, costs, anticipated benefits, ROI, resource implications, schedules and risks

3. Submitting the business case for approval by the Architecture Review Board, and resource and prioritiza-
tion review by the Project Portfolio Manager, and ultimately review, approval and priority assignment in 
the city’s project portfolio by the IRB

4. Preparing a Statement of Work and identifying consulting resources required to assist with selected tasks 

Defining detailed requirements and conducting design, development/configuration, testing and deployment 
activities

Resource Implica-
tions

This task requires a significant commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Defining high-level requirements and evaluate potential solution strategies 

2. Developing business case, statement of work and procurement documents

3. ARB and PPM reviews of the proposed project

4. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for Statement of Work (SOW) tasks
Cost Summary Costs below are estimates for external consulting services.  Software/hardware costs not included
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $375K Year 3: $375K Year 4: $100K Year 5: $100K
Duration Up to 1.5 years (including time to secure project approval and 

funding, select an implementation vendor and oversee design, 
configuration and deployment of the proposed solution)

Owner: CTO and Applications Support 
Coordinator

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

Implementation of this Initiative could help facilitate Initiative B-5 (Improve capability for Departments to 
conduct their own analysis and reporting)

 
Enterprise Data Integration Solution Justification
During customer focus groups, interview participants identified several ways in which better integration would help the city 
achieve Strategic Objectives. For the Family & Youth Opportunities (FYO) objective, the initiative would improve integration be-
tween city and state systems, and enable cross-department data integration to improve data collection and process efficiency. For 
the Quality Organization (QO) objective, the initiative will improve integration between finance, HR and payroll systems. The 
Safe Community (SC), fully integrated Public Safety will enable real-time data analysis and systems integration.
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6.28 

Maintain Integrity and Security of Corporate Data (I-4)
This initiative encompasses a comprehensive set of tasks aimed at maintaining effective information security policies and proce-
dures. It also includes training programs to raise information security awareness and conducting periodic assessments to ensure 
that employees throughout the city are following policies and procedures.

Table 33: I-4 - Corporate Data Security Strategic Initiative

Initiative I-4 Maintain the integrity and security of corporate information

Overview This initiative encompasses a comprehensive set of tasks aimed at maintaining effective information security 
policies and procedures, as well training programs to raise information security awareness and conducting pe-
riodic assessments to ensure that employees throughout the city are following these policies and procedures.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Assessing and revising information security policies and practices (required and recommended)

2. Developing or reviewing and updating procedures for Departments to follow to ensure highest degree of 
compliance

3. Developing procedures to oversee, monitor and measure performance against security plans

4. Establishing and deploying training programs to raise information security awareness

5. Defining standards to support solutions required to address security gaps (e.g., service levels, perfor-
mance requirements)

6. Conducting Department security assessments/audits on a defined schedule

7. Conducting penetration testing every 2 years.
Resource  
Implications

Moderate staff time involved in developing/updating policies, practices and plans, as well as planning and 
conducting training sessions and periodic assessments.  ComIT may hire an independent firm to assist in the 
above tasks.

Cost Summary Costs below are estimates for (optional) external consulting services to perform selected activities defined 
above

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $200K Year 3: $0 Year 4: $200K Year 5: $0
Duration Up to 2 years (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: CTO

Risks and/or  
Dependencies

 Issues found in security reviews/audits will require additional expertise and/or funding to remediate

 
Corporate Data Security Justification
Data and network security is of paramount importance to ComIT and the city. The Gartner assessment rated the security 
process maturity level as a 3, or “Defined”.  Defined maturity means that security processes, tools, measures and meth-
ods have been standardized, documented and communicated throughout the organization. This is a favorable score and is 
aligned with the city’s government peers. 

‘Defined’ is an appropriate score as related to the city’s operational capacity, but ComIT and the city cannot become compla-
cent about security. While the city has a well-defined security program in place, the landscape and threats to security grow 
and change every day. Maintaining the security program is an organizational priority – one that is owned by the enterprise 
as well as ComIT. 

The city must invest in audits and testing to ensure defenses are strong. ‘White hat’ or ethical hackers will be engaged to 
identify weakness in the security provisions and perform penetration testing in FY16 and FY18. Penetration testing is a 
method of evaluating network security by simulating an attack on a computer system or network from external and internal 
sources. Many organizations think their security program is strong until a devastating breach occurs. Threats continually 
change, and the city must maintain a vigilant security posture.
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6.29 

Retire Mainframe Platform (I-5)
ComIT is executing a plan to move applications off the mainframe and retire this platform as soon as the Business Revenue 
and Personal Property systems have been migrated (FY17).

Table 34: I-5 - Retire Mainframe Strategic Initiative

Initiative I-5 Retire the City’s Mainframe platform

Overview The city’s mainframe costs are exceptionally high, when compared to peers in Gartner’s benchmark study.  
There are applications still running on the mainframe today – only two of which are heavily used.  ComIT has 
already developed a plan to migrate these remaining applications off the mainframe and retire this platform.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Conduct analysis to determine options, costs, anticipated savings and risks associated with migrating 
remaining mainframe applications to a different platform.  

2. Migrate existing mainframe applications to hosted environment

3. Operate hosted solution and mainframe in parallel for prescribed amount of time

4. Retire mainframe
Resource  
Implications

This task requires a significant commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Conducting analysis to evaluate potential solution strategies 

2. Developing business case, statement of work and procurement documents

3. ARB and PPM reviews of the proposed project

4. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for Statement of Work (SOW) tasks

Cost Summary Mainframe costs will be eliminated after Business Revenue and Personal Property applications are migrated.   
Funds should be shifted to support the new application infrastructure and maintenance.

Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration Up to 1 years (including time to secure project approval and 

funding)
Owner: CTO and Applications Support 

Coordinator
Risks and/or  
Dependencies

 Risk that owners of remaining mainframe applications will not use hosted solution.

 

Retire Mainframe Justification
The city’s mainframe costs are exceptionally high because usage is so low, but will be required until the Business Revenue 
and Personal Property applications are retired after migration to new technology (FY17). At that point, the city will be able to 
eliminate this platform.

6.30 

Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Plan (I-6)
ComIT has already started defining and implementing a Disaster Recovery-Business Continuity plan for the city.  Disaster 
Recovery focuses on restoring IT systems after a significant event and Business Continuity plans ensure business processes 
are resumed as quickly as possible. Completing these plans and executing them is critical so that the city is assured access 
to its critical information systems and data during and after a major hurricane or other similar disruptive events. ComIT is 
responsible for developing a DR plan, but has also spearheaded the Business Continuity plans. The responsibility for main-
taining the BC plans must transition to the business units.
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Table 35: I-6 - Disaster Recovery Strategic Initiative

Initiative I-6 Develop and execute a Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery Plan 

Overview ComIT has already begun work to define and implement DR/BC plan for the city.  Completing this plan and 
executing it are critical so that the city is assured access to its critical information systems and data during and 
after a major hurricane or other similar disruptive events. 

Key Activities This initiative involves the following proposed phases (as described in ComIT’s FY2015-2020 CIT CIP submit-
tal:

1. Data Center Improvements

2. Identification of Recommended Recovery Strategies

3. Procurement of Recommended Disaster Recovery Solutions

4. Implementation of Recommended Disaster Recovery Solutions
Resource  
Implications

This task requires a significant commitment by ComIT resources for the following key tasks:

1. Defining high-level requirements and evaluate potential solution strategies 

2. Developing business case, statement of work and procurement documents

3. Procurement support in evaluating and selecting vendors

4. Project management oversight and internal ComIT resources for Statement of  Work tasks

Cost Summary Costs below are estimates for external consulting services, as well as required hardware and software and/or 
hosting solutions.

Est. Costs Year 1: $810K Year 2: $658K Year 3: $635K Year 4: $5.568M Year 5: $1.751M
Duration Up to 4 years Owner: MLT and Office of the CIO
Risks and/or  
Dependencies

Implementing this initiative will entail sustained commitment from all city departments and the MLT 

Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Justification
Disaster Recovery costs are extremely low compared to the city’s peers. The DR costs reported by the city only include some 
off-site tape storage. Business continuity management and DR are key disciplines for an organization that must effectively 
recover from a disaster.  DR must address every aspect of business operations, not just the IT systems that support them. 
Organizations frequently under-invest in business continuity management and DR because they fail to see the full range of 
financial and nonfinancial losses at stake. The MLT has approved Phase IV of Disaster Recovery CIPs for inclusion in the 
FY15 budget.

The city operates several mission-critical high priority systems that must be available during and after regional emergencies. 
These systems include Public Safety applications that allow first responders to provide emergency assistance. Public Utilities 
applications ensure potable water is available and sanitary sewer systems are working. Human Services use tools and ap-
plications that assist a vulnerable population receive shelter and medical care. The city could face significant delays in vital 
services restoration if lack of disaster planning renders these services unavailable after an emergency.
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6.31 

Sustainable Technology Infrastructure Funding Source (I-7)
Virginia Beach is underinvesting in core technologies that support the applications and information system services that end 
users often take for granted. Although ComIT has developed plans for making improvements in these areas, the city needs 
to establish a reliable long-term funding mechanism to ensure these core technologies are maintained and sustained.  A 
chargeback model may be an equitable option, as it provides a means for users to pay for the services that ComIT provides. 
This is a high priority initiative that will require Management Services assistance to develop.

Table 36: I-7 - Sustainable Infrastructure Funding Strategic Initiative

Initiative I-7 Develop a sustainable funding source for essential technology infrastructure 

Overview As Gartner’s infrastructure and operations benchmark report indicates, the city of Virginia Beach is un-
derinvesting in core technologies that support the applications and information system services that end 
users often take for granted.  Windows spending for the city is less than its peers in the benchmark study.  
But, data network investment is only half that of IT organizations in Gartner’s peer comparisons.  Although 
ComIT has developed plans for making improvements in these areas, the city needs to establish a reliable 
long-term funding mechanism to ensure these core technologies are maintained and sustained.  A charge-
back model may be an equitable option, as it provides a means for users to pay for the services that ComIT 
provides.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Develop a discussion document that evaluates the pros and cons and pro forma financial implications 
of implementing various infrastructure models – subsidy, cost center and service center models (or 
hybrids of these 3 approaches)

2. Meet with city budget officials to review options and establish a recommended approach

3. Develop a strategy for implementing the recommended approach, to include current costs, services, 
measurement protocols/performance metrics, pricing details, policies, communications and reporting 
options (details will vary depending on approach defined).

4. Work with city leaders to implement recommended approach
Resource Implications ComIT should be able to complete this work with in-house resources
Cost Summary No additional costs associated with this initiative
Est. Costs Year 1: $0 Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 $0 $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 12 months to complete all 4 activities listed above Owner: MLT and Office of the CIO
Risks and/or Dependen-
cies

1. Potential resistance to any proposed chargeback model for consumption of IT services

2. ComIT would also need to define services and SLAs to support a chargeback model (see Initiative S-2)

 

Technology Infrastructure Funding Source Justification
City spending across all infrastructure towers is less than its peers because the city is not investing in maintaining its tech-
nology. The city’s investment in the data network is only half that of IT organizations in Gartner’s peer comparisons.  This 
finding is supported by feedback from the offsite locations that network speed is slow and is detrimental to productivity. The 
city’s network is a slower technology and has not had any significant investment in the past few years. Lack of investment 
has contributed to the network becoming antiquated. The lower overall funding for the hardware and storage is indicative 
of aging equipment that is not being refreshed and replaced. Aging equipment results in higher FTE costs as the equipment 
requires more support and repair. 
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6.32  

Radio System Strategy (I-8)
The city has prepared a Radio Sustainment Plan which addresses many current gaps highlighted in Gartner’s assessment.  
The city now needs to develop a radio system strategy that includes an objective evaluation of alternative solutions and 
governance mechanisms to support lifecycle investment decisions. The city also needs sustainable funding to ensure that all 
components of the recommended system are properly maintained and supported once deployed.

Table 37: I-8 - Radio System Strategic Initiative

Initiative I-8 Develop, fund and execute a citywide radio system strategy

Overview The city’ has prepared a Radio Sustainment Plan which addresses many current gaps highlighted in Gartner’s 
assessment.  The city now needs to develop a citywide radio system strategy that includes an objective evalu-
ation of alternative solutions/approaches, governance mechanisms to support lifecycle investment decisions 
and sustainable funding to ensure that all components of the recommended system are properly maintained 
and supported once deployed.

Key Activities This initiative involves the following activities:

1. Establish formal governance structures to solicit stakeholder input and guide project investment deci-
sions; establish charter, roles and responsibilities and communication plan.

2. Evaluate maintenance and support options; establish preventative maintenance and support strategy.

3. Develop detailed analysis on radio system upgrade alternatives; establish operational value, technical 
value, risk and cost criteria, include stakeholders in the process and develop strategic recommendation to 
gain funding approval as appropriate.

a. If not done so already, perform coverage predictions to determine improved exterior and in-building 
coverage of adding planned 6 sites. If needed, perform alternatives analysis of gap-filling solutions 
for in-building coverage (e.g., bi-directional amplifiers, building repeaters).

b. If not done so already, perform an analysis to determine whether the planned addition of public ser-
vice channels would be sufficient in supporting increased traffic during significant incidents.

c. Conduct alternatives analysis of public service users to determine whether all existing analog users 
require land mobile radio type communications. If some user groups could use commercial ser-
vices, this could reduce the numbers of handhelds (and potentially radio frequency site equipment) 
required as part of the Radio Sustainment Plan.

4. Conduct assessment of system survivability and redundancy to identify potential system improvements 
for investment

5. Formalize service management process, track/report on service levels, measure and develop service 
improvement strategy.

Resource Implica-
tions

ComIT and the city’s public safety agencies can develop the radio system strategy with in-house resources, but 
an independent contractor may be required to guide the effort and produce required business case documen-
tation.

Cost Summary Costs below include costs for an independent contractor to facilitate the development study and documenta-
tion of the radio system strategy

Est. Costs Year 1: $300K Year 2: $0 Year 3: $0 Year 4: $0 Year 5: $0
Duration 6-9 months to evaluate alternative approaches and develop 

and document the strategy
Owner: CTO

Risks and/or Depen-
dencies

1. Governance will be a risk, as multiple city departments will need to agree on a single enterprise strategy

2. Costs for replacing the existing radio system components may exceed available funding
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Radio System Strategy Justification
A highly functional and technically well-maintained radio system is a critical element of the city’s and region’s public safety 
and emergency management operations. Lack of redundancy and aging equipment is jeopardizing the integrity and reliabil-
ity of the radio system.  The need to purchase replacement parts and materials on EBay is a clear sign that refresh planning 
and investment is not occurring. Similar to the need for disaster recovery planning, the city could face liability if the radio 
system were to fail during a regional emergency. ComIT is initiating this work in FY14 and expects to complete the radio 
system strategy in FY15. An important component of the radio strategy is securing an ongoing maintenance contract and 
support plan to ensure the radio system remains technically current.
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6.33. 

Strategic Initiative Funding and Timeline
The strategic initiatives will be executed in a phased approach. The figures below show a proposed five year phased approach 
and a high level budget estimate for implementing the strategic initiatives.

Figure 79: Proposed Strategic Initiative Timeframe

Note: The schedule assumes adequate funding and resources are available to implement the strategic initiatives.
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Figure 80: Strategic Initiatives FY15 to FY17

Note: The schedule assumes adequate funding and resources are available to implement the strategic initiatives.

8.65M

R1:
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Figure 81: Strategic Initiatives FY18 to FY19

Note: The schedule assumes adequate funding and resources are available to implement the strategic initiatives.
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Figure 82: Yearly Funding Distribution


